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- EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

~Ocr ations

~ Overall the inspectors found the clearances that were reviewed to be
of good quality and technically adequate (Section 01.2).

On September 12. the operators exhibited good control of the unit
during an unscheduled power reduction to repair 'a feedwater sensing
line leak (Section 01.3).

The inspectors concluded that quick actions by the licensee to
extinguish a fire in the SUPS inverter prevented a potential
significant challenge to the plant and plant oper ators (Section 02. 1).

The inspectors concluded that guidance provided in the annunciator
response procedure, ONOP 2-0030131B, "Plant Annunciator Summary (PanelB)," was weak in that it referred the operators to ONOP 2-0970031,
"Loss of SUPS - Non-Safety Vital AC or Fire and Security," for all
SUPS related problems (Section 02. 1).

Only minor discrepancies were noted during walkdowns of the Auxiliary
Feedwater systems, Containment Spray systems, and Fuel Handling
buildings. for both units (Section 02.2).

Poor FME and housekeeping practices wer e observed relating to the
operation of the Unit 2 boron batching tank, when the resident
inspectors found the tank lid open. These matters are considered a
weakness (Section 02.3).

Two examples of Operators exceeding the Technical Specification
Overtime Limits were cited as a repetitive violation (Section 08. 1).

The inspectors found that the licensee's procedures and methodology
for managing over time improved. This system did not, however, have
the capability to be proactive. It could not identify a person
approaching the overtime limits in real time (Section 08.2).

St. Lucie Nuclear Plant, Units 1 8 2
NRC Inspection Report 50-335/97-11, 50-389/97-11

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineer-
ing, maintenance, and plant support. 'he report covers a 6-week period of
resident inspection; in addition, it includes inspection in the areas of
Generic Letter 89-10, Motor Operated Valve program. Preventive Maintenance
program, Maintenance training, and Steam Generator Replacement Project
acti vities.
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Maintenance

„2

I8C maintenance supervisor and technicians, who worked on the reactor
rotection system logic drawer socket controls, were skilled and
nowledgeable of both the equipment they were working on and thei r

work responsibilities. The depth of training and skill was noted to
be consistent for each crew member and also for backshift personnel
contacted (Section M1.2).

The inspectors concluded that responsibilities were properly assigned
and PHTs were appropriately delineated in a procedure (Section M3.1).

The inspectors found that the licensee had performed work request
cancellations appropriately. The licensee continued to reduce the
long lived PWOs by using an aggressive tracking system. Plant
Management attention was routinely focused on maintaining the backlog
low (Section M3.2).

The inspectors concluded that the proposed program and the FHE
training was considered to be a worthwhile and necessary step toward
controlling FHE related problems. However, the inspectors were unable
to conclude that the 'level of training and plant postings would
provide adequate instruction to temporary employees (Section M4. 1).

The implementation of'he Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) for
the technical training programs in the area of trainee qualification
was adequately defined in Procedures AP 0005767, "On-the-Job Training
and Task Performance Evaluation," and AP 0005742, "Exemption from
Training." However, a Violation was identified for failure to
implement a systems approach to training by allowing the evaluation of
workers without specification and objective based criteria (Section
H5.1) .

I

Analysis of corrective actions taken by the licensee to audit
findings. CRs and LERs revealed that the licensee was improving in the
area of PHTs over 1995 and 1996 trended results. The licensee was
proactive in planning to perform a PMT/Surveillance self-assessment by
February 28, 1998, to determine the effectiveness of their corrective
actions (Section H7.1).

The inspectors identified multiple weaknesses that led to the licensee
missing two QC holdpoints during repair of the Ultimate Meat Sink
valve. This fai lure was identified as a violation (Section H7.2).

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's actions in response to
the failure of one channel of the Qualified Safety Parameter Display
System, were prudent (Section H8. 1).

The inspectors concluded that a lack of proper oversight and
management attention led to two additional examples of DDPS related
errors. Although, it was recognized that the errors identified in
these two examples were not associated with the quality related



functions of DDPS, the inspectors considered the errors to be
significant in terms of'roviding the proper oversight and managing
work activities associated with DDPS (Section M8.2).

The Work Order used to install Unit 2 Xenon constants was poorly
planned in that it did not provide clear instructions to complete the
task (Section M8.2).

A high number of Preventive Maintenance (PM) Program Change Requests
were processed this year potentially indicating a program in
transition. An Inspection Follow-up Item was opened to track the
.licensee's progress in updating their PM Program (Section M8.3).

En ineerin

The inspectors concluded that the Steam Generator Equivalency Report
was technically sound and well documented. The 10 CFR 50.59 safety
evaluation satisfactorily addressed the differences between the
replacement steam generators and the original steam generators. and
fully supported the conclusion that there were no unreviewed safety
questions involving replacement of the St. Lucie Unit 1 steam
generators (Section E3. 1).

. The load test of the Temporary Lifting Device was performed safely and
successfully. on September 18 (Section E8.1).

Implementation of GL 89-10 had not been adequately completed (Section
E1.1) .

The licensee had not updated its MOV calculations and other design
documents and the settings in its Total Equipment Data Base to reflect
the results of its testing and evaluations (Section El. 1).

Entries in the trend database and evaluations presented in the trend
reports were consistent, concise, and clear (Section El. 1).

Plant Su ort

~ The inspectors concluded that inattention to proper hose installation
and fai]ure to verify proper connection prior to opening a vent valve,
led to the contamination of'n operator and the surrounding area. on
September 5 (Section R8.1).



Re or t Details

Summar of Plant Status

Unit 1 operated essentially at full power for the enti re period:

Unit 2 reduced power to approximately 40 percent on September 12. to repair a
leak on the 2A Main Feedwater Pump low flow trip sensing line. Otherwise the
unit remained at full power during the period.

I. 0 erations

01

01.1

01.2

Conduct of Operations

General Comments 71707

Using Inspection Procedure 71707, the inspectors conducted frequent
reviews of ongoing plant operations. In general, the conduct of
operations was professional and safety-conscious; specific events and
noteworthy observations are detailed in the sections below.

E ui ment Clearance Order Walkdowns'1707

Inspection Scope

The inspectors performed walkdowns and verifications of six Equipment
Clearance Orders (ECOs) to verify technical and administrative
adequacy. Two of the Clearance Orders were hanging, two were prepared
for the upcoming Unit 1 outage. and two were closed items from early
summer. This was done to determine if any apparent quality change had
occurred since May.

Observations and Findings

The inspectors reviewed six ECOs; two current clearances (1-97-09-
146,1-97-09-100) . two archived clearances (2-97-05-116R, 1-97-06-104),
and two future clearances (1-97-09-308R. 1-97-09-182R). The
inspectors found all of the clearances were technically adequate.

One clearance. 1-97-06-104, did have one extra tag added after initial
approval. The licensee hung the ECO to isolate V6223, the isolation
valve for the lA Boric Acid Pre-concentrator ion exchanger inlet
valve. Upon reviewing the drawings for the system, the inspectors
found that the clearance should have been adequate without the extra
tag. However, Operations chose to add a drain valve tagged open
later. The inspectors questioned the Work Control ANPS about this
extra tag. According to the ANPS, he remembered that when Mechanical
Maintenance started work on the valve, they noted some water leaking
when they broke into the system. The ANPS indicated that this was not
unexpected due to the physical configuration of the system.
Nevertheless, he indicated that the original clearance was adequate
for the known conditions at the time that it was written. However,
when the Industrial Safety Department informed the Clearance Center
that water. was leaking from the valve, the Clearance Center added the



extra tag on the drain line to f'ully drain the system. After this
discussion with the ANPS, the inspectors agreed that the original
clearance appeared adequate. and that the clearance writer's omission
of the drain valve was unintentional. Also, the inspectors noticed
that water drained from the system, a few gallons, did not present an
immediate safety r'isk to the workers. The inspectors noted no other
anomalies with the clearance sheets and no changes in quality.

The inspectors walked down the two active clearances, verifying
appropriate signatures, proper components, and proper component
status. The inspectors found no deficiencies.

c. Conclusions

Overall the inspectors found the clearances reviewed to be technically
adequate and properly implemented. Generally, the quality of the ECOs
was good.

01.3 Unit 2 Down ower Due to Feedwater Sensin Line Leak 71707

a 0 Inspection Scope

On September 12, the licensee identified a leak from the 2A Hain
Feedwater Pump Low Flow Trip sensing line. The licensee decided to
reduce power to below 40 percent to allow removing the 2A pump from
service and facilitate the repai r. The inspectors observed the power
reduction.

b. Observations and Findings

Just prior to noon on September 12, the licensee identified water
spraying from lagging covering the 2A feedwater pump low flow trip
sensing line. Since the potential for losing the pump on a sensed low
flow trip existed. the licensee opted to reduce the unit's power to
less than 40 percent. At that point, they could safely remove the
pump from service and begin repairs. The inspectors observed the pre-
evolution brief, the downpower, and unit stabilization.

Prior to commencing the downpower, Operations held two briefings for
the crew. The first briefing included Hanagement's expectations and
reiterated the chain of'ommand in the Control Room. The inspectors
found this brief to be an adequate review of these subjects. The ANPS
gave the second brief. This brief covered the operators'lant
responsibilities, the expected course of events, and several potential
abnormal scenarios. The brief was thorough and involved all of the
operators present.

The downpower started shortly after noon. The inspectors noted good
communications between the reactor controls operator and the turbine
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operator. The ANPS maintained good overall control of the plant.
Overall the evolution went smoothly. The inspectors had no concerns.

Conclusions.

The operators exhibited good control of the unit during an unscheduled
power reduction.

Recei t of Unit 1 Fuel 71707

Inspection Scope

On September 17. the licensee transferred new fuel from the shipping
containers to the Unit 1 new fuel storage area. The inspectors
observed the receipt of the fuel and verified procedural, radiological
controls. and security compliance.

Observations and Findings

The licensee transferred new fuel from the shipping containers to the
new fuel storage area using procedure OP 1610020, Revision 21,
"Receipt and Handling of New Fuel and CEAs." The inspectors noted
that the cur rent revision of the procedure was revision 22, but also
that the fuel transfer process was begun prior to the latest revision
being issued. Procedure QI 6-PR/PSL-1, Revision 32, "Document
Control," section 5.4.9 allows for this to occur . The inspectors

.reviewed the change and found that it did not affect the technical
aspect of the procedure.

The inspectors found procedural compliance good. All personnel were
familiar with the procedure, and the evolution went smoothly.
Documentation for the fuel moved into the Fuel Handling Building (FHB)
was good. The inspectors found no discrepancies and noted that the
licensee was meeting all procedural prerequisites.

The inspectors judged the radiological controls to be adequate.
Although they expected no contamination, the Health Physics Technician
made proper verification as required by the procedure. The inspectors
found security to be as required. All personnel entering the FHB
garage door were verified to be allowed access by using a current
computer generated list. Security appropriately logged out personnel
exiting the building. No deficiencies were noted in the Radiological
Control or Security areas.

Conclusions

The licensee performed the transfer of new fuel to dry storage
according to their procedures. Radiological Controls and Security
were judged to be adequate.
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Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

Unit 2 Non-Vital Static Uninterru tible Power Su 1 Inverter Fire
~717D7 93702

Inspection Scope-

On September 19, a transformer associated with the Unit 2 Static
Uninterruptible Power Supply (SUPS), failed and caught fire. The
inspectors witnessed the licensees investigation of the event.

Observations and Findings

At approximately 10:00 p.m., Friday, September 19, the Unit 2 Control
Room received a smoke detector fire alarm in the cable spreading room.
The Assistant Nuclear Plant Super visor (ANPS) responded and upon
entering the area noted the smell of smoke and could see flames coming
from the 120-volt non-vital AC SUPS circuit panel. At approximately
the same time. the Control Room received annunciator 8-33 indicating a
problem with the SUPS panel. The ANPS called for the fire brigade to
respond,but was able to extinguish the fire with a C02 extinguisher
prior to the brigade arriving..
Although power to the SUPS was not interrupted, ONOP 2-0970031.
Revision 11, "Loss of SUPS - Non-Safety Vital AC or Fire and
Security," was entered based on receipt of annunciator 8-.33 as
required by ONOP 2-00301318, Revision 0, "Plant Annunciator Summary
(Panel 8)." The ANPS attempted to transfer the load from the normal
to the alternate source, in accordance with the ONOP, but was
unsuccessful. The ANPS investigated and found the alternate source
voltage regulating transformer smoking and appearing to be energized.
The alternate source supply breaker was opened deenergizing the
transformer and the smoking stopped. The cable spreading room doors
were opened to ventilate the area. Maintenance and Engineering
personnel responded to inspect the condition of the SUPS and verify
that the configuration was acceptable for continued plant operation.

The initial licensee investigation revealed that the alternate power
supply voltage regulator transformer had failed, possibly due to age.It was a 22 year old paper wound transformer that was no longer
manufactured. The licensee contacted the vendor to provide assistance
in the investigation. The vendor inspected the equipment and
concluded that the transformer had failed due to age. Additionally,
the vendor verified that with the exception of the wiring and circuit
boards associated with the alternate source, the remaining components
were unaffected by the fire. Several repair options were proposed
which included replacing the transformer with various other voltage
regulation devices. The vendor also stated that because the alternate
source was primarily used only for short periods of time while
performing maintenance, voltage regulation was not necessary, and
could be modified out of the system. At the end of the report period
the licensee was reviewing the proposed repai r options, but was
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pursuing installing a jumper around the transformer until a permanent
repai r could be made.

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's initial actions in response to
the event. Specific attention was given to the events that led up to
the attempt to transfer the power supply to the alternate source. The
inspectors determined that the purpose of ONOP 2-0970031, "Loss- of
SUPS — Non-Safety Vital AC or Fire and Security," was to restore power
to the SUPS in the event that the normal source is lost. It did not
provide guidance for misoperation of the SUPS or other problems
associated with the system. However, at the time of the event. it was
assumed that the fire was associated with the energized portion of the
SUPS, and it was desirable to transfer the power to the alternate
source. The inspectors concluded that guidance provided in the
annunciator response procedure, ONOP 2-0030131B, was weak in that it
referred the operator to the Loss of SUPS procedure', ONOP 2-0970031.
for all SUPS related problems. The inspectors discussed this with
Operations management who stated that they would review the procedures
for possible improvement. The inspectors verified that the SUPS was a
non-vital power supply f'r balance of plant loads and that the system
responded to the event as designed. At no time was power to any of
these loads lost. The normal power supply and the backup battery
supply were always available and functional.

While reviewing the associated drawings, the inspectors identified
that drawing 2998-G-332, sheet 2, indicated that the transfer switch
was a three position switch. A system walkdown determined that the
switch was actually a two position switch. The licensee was informed
and these conclusions were verified with the vendor. The licensee
stated that the drawing would be corrected.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that quick actions by the licensee to
extinguish the fire in the SUPS inverter prevented a potential
significant challenge to the plant and plant operators. Additionally.
the inspectors concluded that guidance provided in the annunciator
response procedure, ONOP 2-0030131B, "Plant Annunciator Summary (Panel
B)," was weak in that it referred the operators to ONOP 2-0970031,
"Loss of SUPS - Non-Safety Vital AC or Fire and Security," for all
SUPS related problems.

En ineered Safet Feature S stem Walkdowns 71707

The inspectors used Inspection Procedure 71707 to walk down accessible
portions of the following Engineered Safety Feature systems:

~ Auxiliary Feedwater System (Unit 1 and Unit 2)
~ Containment Spray System. (Unit 1 and Unit 2)
~ Fuel Handling Building (Unit 1)
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Equipment operability, material condition, and housekeeping were
acceptable in all cases. Several minor discrepancies were brought to
the licensee's attention and were corrected. The inspectors
identified no substantive concerns as a result of these walkdowns.

Reactor Auxi l i ar Bui ldin Wa1kdown 71707

Inspection Scope

The inspectors performed daily walkdowns of the reactor auxiliary
buildings to examine the areas for, proper material condition,
housekeeping, and radiological conditions/postings.

Observations and Findings

During a walkdown of the Unit 2 reactor auxiliary building, the
inspectors noted that the Unit 2 boron batching tank lid was open and
no batching operations were underway. This represents an inadequate
foreign material exclusion practice as the contents of the batching
tank ultimately are introduced into the reactor coolant system. In
addition, the entire area of the batching tank platform and areas
under the tank were covered with boric acid crystals. These
observations were brought to the attention to the Unit 2 ANPS and are
considered a weakness in housekeeping practices.

Conclusions

Poor FME and housekeeping practices were observed relating to the
operation of the Unit 2 boron batching tank. These matters are
considered a weakness.

Miscellaneous Operations Issues

Closed VIO 50-335 389/96-09-01 "Failure to Control Overtime"
~9Z901

Inspection Scope

This violation documented multiple violations of Technical
Specification 6.2.2.f.2, overtime limits for personnel performing
safety-related functions, from May 13 through June 13, 1996. The
licensee instituted several corrective actions that temporarily halted
the overtime violations. During the report period. the licensee
identified two new overtime violations by operators. The inspectors
reviewed the corrective action implementation and the circumstances
behind the latest violations.

Observations and Findings

Violation 50-335,389/96-09-01 cited 38 deviations from the 72-hour-in-
any-seven-day period requi rement, 15 deviations from the 24-hour-in-
any-48-hour requirement, and three deviations from the 16-hour-in-any-
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24 hour requirement by five individuals who performed safety related
functions. The licensee concurred with the violation and identified
one major factor and four contributing factors for the violation. The
main cause was a lack of supervisory and management oversight in the
conduct of outage activities, in that supervision did not forecast
overtime limit deviations, and deviation requests were not completed
to document the departure from the limits. The licensee determined
that the contributing factors were:

~ Hanagement expectations regarding the requirement for preapproval
of overtime guideline deviations were not clear to all station
personnel.

~ The Administrative Procedure governing the use of overtime was not
clear in defining when deviation requests must be completed and
approved.

~ Personnel failed to self-identify hours worked in excess of the
overtime limits and complete the appropriate overtime deviation
request paperwork.

~ Payroll time sheets provided insufficient information to permit
proper monitoring of hours worked.

The licensee's immediate corrective actions were reasonable. First.
the licensee's managers and supervisors were informed of the over time
deviations, and told to increase their monitoring of the use of
overtime. Second, they issued a Condition Report. CR 96-1683. The
response to the CR was to document the over time request, after the
fact. in accordance with the plant's administrative procedures. The
licensee made four permanent changes to their overtime program to
avoid further violations.

~ The Administrative Procedure, AP 0010119, Revision 16, "Overtime
Limits f'r Plant Personnel," was revised to clarify the
circumstances under which an overtime deviation must be obtained
and to better define the expectations for personnel
accountability. The licensee completed this revision on August
23, 1996. Also the licensee changed the procedure to require a
Condition Report be generated to assess the process any time a
deviation from overtime limits was approved. This change was
still present in the current revision, Revision 18 '

A training bulletin was issued to site supervisory and management
personnel regarding these procedure changes. The supervisors and
managers discussed the changes with all departmental personnel.
The, licensee completed this by October 31„ 1996, as evidenced by
the requi red response to letter ¹96-088. This training was
adequate in that the plant personnel were reminded of their
limits and responsibilities.



~ The St. Lucie security system software was upgraded to generate a
weekly or biweekly report identifying potential departures from
the overtime limits. The system has proven itself to be adequate
in identifying potential violations. This system did not,
however, have the capability to be proactive. It could not
identify a person approaching the overtime limits in real time.

~ The licensee changed the computerized payroll sheets to
incorporate four improvements. First, all overtime was documented
regardless of pay status. Second. the hours worked six days prior
to the payroll period, to ensure any seven-day period could be
easily monitored, was also documented. Third, turnover time was
documented. Fourth, the submitter and approver certified that the
overtime limits were not exceeded. Again, this was a good toolf'r management review of overtime, but it failed to detect
overtime violations as they occurred. Also, groups that did not
report to the site vice-president did not use this system. For
example, Engineering does not use this form since they report to
the Engineering vice-president in Juno Beach.

At approximately ll:00 am on September 29, a Non-Licensed Operator
determined that he had exceeded the TS requirement for no more than
24 hours in a 48-hour period. The licensee determined that this
violation apparently occurred due to a lack of foresight by the
operator and his supervision to question the extra overtime. His
management had scheduled him to work day shift on September 27 and
from 3:00 am to 3:00 pm from September 28 and September 29. This
placed the operator at the allowable limit. However . on the first day
in question. the operator covered the first half of peak shift.
Therefore. at 7:00 am on September 29, he exceeded 24 hours in a
48-hour period. When another operator questioned him on his schedule,
he determined that he exceeded the overtime policy. The licensee
immediately relieved the operator from duty.

On October 3, the licensee's security program identified another
otential overtime violation. Upon further investigation, the
icensee determined that a Licensed Operator had worked 28 hours

during the 48-hour period from 3:00 pm September 17 to 3:00 pm
September 19. The initial investigation revealed that the operator
worked ll:00 am to 11:00 pm on September 17 and 18. The individual
then shift changed to day shift on September 19, causing the operator
to exceed the overtime limits. The licensee investigation was ongoing
at the end of the report period.

The licensee's immediate corrective actions included shift stand downs
to all operations personnel to discuss the violations, their
implications as a repetitive violation, the individual's
responsibility in monitoring overtime, and the supervisors
responsibilities in monitoring overtime. Operations implemented a
form to track time worked by every person. This form was similar to
one in use at Turkey Point and all personnel were told to fill out the
form daily if any overtime was planned. This form tracks all the



hours spent during the previous seven days and the planned hours for
the next seven days. The operator and the NPS. ANPS, or NWE (if
stationed) would verify that no overtime limits will be exceeded. At
the end of the report period, the licensee was working on a
computerized version using ACCESS to simplify the process. The
inspectors determined this method of tracking was a proactive attempt
to curtail overtime violations.

On October 9, the licensee identified four Engineers that had exceeded
the plant's overtime limits. Again. the licensee identified the
problem during the required monthly overtime review. The four
individuals all worked approximately 85 hours during the week of
September 15, exceeding the 72 hours in a seven-day limit. All
individuals were involved in preparations for the NRC Generic Letter
89-10, Motor-Operated Valve Inspection. Based upon questioning the
individuals and their supervision about the activities during the time
in question, the inspectors determined that their overtime was not
subject to the Technical Specification overtime limitations. The
inspectors determined that the four individuals reviewed documentation
(drawing, calculations, maintenance records and procedures) associated
with motor-operator valve operation during the week of September 15.

Engineering Management stated that the work was required to be
accomplished, and these were the correct people to perform the task.
However, the individuals all failed to meet management's expectations
by failing to ensure that their hours of work remained less than any
overtime limits, even though the Technical Specification limits did
not apply. The Engineering Manager stated that all four engineers
were aware of the over time limits. The engineers did not realize that
they would exceed the limits until after the fact. The licensee was
determining corrective actions at the close of the report period.

Technical Specification 6.2.2.f.2 states. in part, "Administrative
rocedures should be developed and implemented to limit the working
ours of staff who perform safety-related functions ... An individual

should not be permitted to work more than 24 hours in any 48-hour
period ... all excluding shift turnover time." The above two examples
collectively are a repetitive violation in accordance with Section IV.
B of the NRC Enforcement Manual (VIO 50-335,389/97-11-01, "Personnel
Violating Technical Specification Overtime Limits - Repeat
Violation.") The causes of the violations were inadequate corrective
actions from the previous violation, and the licensee's routine need
to rely on overtime to cover for vacancies. Violation 50-335,389/96-
09-01 is closed. Corrective actions will be tracked under violation
50-335,389/97-11-01.
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Conclusions

Two examples of Operators exceeding the Technical Specification
Overtime Limits were cited as a repetitive violation. The apparent
causes were inadequate corrective actions from a previous violation
combined with the licensee's routine need to fill vacancies with
overtime.

Closed VIO 50-335 389/96-09-02 "Inade uate Procedure for Mana in
Overtime" 92901

Inspection Scope

This violation was related to violation 96-09-01 in that the
inspectors determined that inadequate monthly review of assigned
overtime was performed as required by Procedure AP 0010119, Revision
14, "Overtime Limitations for Plant Personnel." The inspectors
reviewed the violation, and reviewed the corrective actions and their
implementation.

Observations and Findings

The licensee identified several causal factors for the violation.
Foremost was a lack of management oversight to strictly enforce the
overtime limits. This failure was combined with weak procedural
guidance on management's responsibility to review overtime records.
The licensee also identified several contributing factors.

~ Payroll time sheets did not accurately record the hours worked.

~ Personnel failed to self-identity the need for deviations from the
overtime limits.

~ Management monitoring was insufficient to ensure Technical
Specification requirements.

The corrective actions for this violation were identical to those for
96-09-01, except QI-7-PR/PSL-1 "Control of Purchased Material,
Equipment and Services" was improved to requi re timely submittal of
contractor employees'ours worked, for review.

The inspectors reviewed all the procedures required to be upgraded
and found that the licensee had carried out all corrective actions.
The inspectors verified that the payroll time sheets were being filled
out as requi red. The inspectors verified that the security computer
monitoring system was being used effectively in that it identified
instances where over time requirements were exceeded. The inspectors
reviewed the potential overtime violations identified by the computer
for the month of September in Operations, Engineering, and
Maintenance. Operations had one confirmed instance and Engineering
had four confirmed instances identified by this method. All other



"hits" were explained by obvious errors (i.e., a person on-site in
excess of'ne week due to gate clock differences) or allowable
turnover times. The inspectors found the monitoring system a useful
tool f'r management oversight of personnel overtime review.

Conclusions

The inspectors found that the licensee's procedures and methodology
for managing over time improved. This system did not. however, have
the capability to be proactive. It could not identify a person
approaching the overtime limits in real time. This item is closed.

II. Maintenance

Conduct of Maintenance

General Comments

Using Inspection Procedure 62700 and 62707, the inspectors conducted
reviews of selected maintenance activities and backlog of work.
Noteworthy observations are detailed in the sections below.

Reactor Protection S stem RPS Channel "C" Auxiliar Lo ic Drawer
Socket Contacts 62700

Inspection Scope

While performing a Post Maintenance Test (PMT) for the replacement of
the PS-1 24-volt power supply in the "C" Channel RPS Auxiliary Logic
Drawer (Work Order 97020088-1), the 120 Volt AC input was found
missing from the CW-10 Drawer. A Work Order Scope Change (SC-1A) was
issued to determine why the voltage input was not present in the CW-10
drawer. The Scope Change required that a visual inspection be
performed on the Jl/Pl connector in the CW-10 drawer and that the
defective pins or the connector be repaired or replaced as required.

Observations and Findings

The inspectors observed portions of the troubleshooting of the loss of
voltage to the CW-10 Drawer. The visual inspection revealed that a Jl
connector pin (f49) had broken. During the trouble shooting
activities one of the connectors'ine-up pins also broke so the
licensee elected to replace the connector. A second Jl pin ($55) was
broken during the change-out process. However, prior to replacing the
pin connectors, a licensee review of the vendor's material list
revealed that the socket part number specified in the RPS Channel "C"
wiring list was for 18-22 AWG wire. The same document specified that
a 16 AWG wire be used in the socket and in fact, 16 AWG wi re was
installed in the panel drawer. A Condition Report (CR No.97-1718) was
issued to resolve how the larger wire would be crimped in the smaller
connector and if the mismatch was acceptable. ABB Combustion
Engineering Nuclear Operations (CENO) was notified and after the
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information provided by the licensee was reviewed, ABB CENO concluded
that the installation was correct. The licensee was also informed by
ABB CENO that 16 AWG wire could be used in the 18-22 AWG. pin
connector, based on extensive testing recently performed by ABB CENO
to verify that this connection was adequate. The qualification
process used to calibrate the crimping tool was defined in the vendor
documentation. Voltage drop and pull tests were conducted on 20
samples using 16 AWG wire and the results were compared to a
connection using 18 AWG wire. There was essentially no difference in
the connections. ABB CENO also stated that this method was the same
as the method used in the full qualification tests documented in ABB
EM Environmental and Seismic Gualification Test Reports TS 6534-1 and
TS 6534-2.

Beacuse the use of 16 AWG wire in a 18-22 AWG socket was not a normal
practice at St. Lucie. the licensee did not have a qualified cirimper.
Therefore, ABB CENO was contracted to provide a qualified quality
control wire person to use their certified crimpers in accordance with
their quality assurance program to perform the repairs on the Jl
connector pins. The repairs were made to the Jl connector pins during
backshift on September 11. 1997. The inspectors subsequently held
discussions with the cognizant I&C supervisor, electrical engineers,
the ABB representative and reviewed the completed documentation. In
addition, the ABB CENO letter (TIC-97-619, dated September 11, 1997),
which verified the installation was reviewed by the inspectors and
found to be proper and to have qualified the repair process.

4

Conclusion

18C maintenance supervisor and technicians who worked on the Jl
connector pin repairs were skilled, and knowledgeable of both the
equipment they were working on and their work responsibilities. The
depth of training and skill was noted to be consistent for each crew
member and also for backshift personnel contacted.

Maintenance Procedures and Documentation

Review of Post Maintenance Test Pro ram 62700

Inspection Scope

The post maintenance test (PMT) program was reviewed to determine if
personnel responsibilities were assigned and PMTs properly delineated.
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Due to the high level of PMT discrepancies recorded in 1995 and 1996,
a review was made of the following procedures to ensure that
responsibilities and tests were properly delineated:

~ ADM 0010432. Revision 13, "Control of Plant Work Orders"

~ ADM 78.01, Revision 3, "Post Maintenance Testing"

~ ADH 80.01, Revision 6, "Control of Minor Maintenance Work
Activities"

~ ADH 0005760. Revision 9, "Implementation Guidelines for the ASME
Section XI Repair and Replacement Program"

~ QI- 10-PR/PSL-8. Revision 10, "Control of Repair and Replacements"

~ QI ll-PR/PSL-8, Revision 7, "Control of Inservice Pressure
Testing"

As a result of the above review the inspectors concluded that
responsibilities were properly assigned and PHTs were appropriately
delineated in a procedure. One minor exception was identified in that
a program improvement established by the licensee was for Operations
to perform an "Up-Front" review of all (outage) deferred .PHTs to
specify the mode when the PHTs must be completed. This review was
being performed but was not delineated in ADH 78.01. The licensee
agreed that the review should be in the procedure and a PHAI
Corrective Action Form was issued to include this review in the
responsibilities delineated by procedure to Operations.

c. Conclusion

The inspectors concluded that responsibilities were properly assigned
and PMTs wer e appropriately delineated in a procedure.

M3.2 Review of Maintenance Work Order Backlo 62707

a. Inspection Scope

Inspection Report 96-15 documented the inspectors'eview of controls
for maintenance activities and the monitoring of the maintenance
backlog. In that report. the inspectors concluded that the licensee
had made progress in the identification and reduction of maintenance
backlogs. The inspectors reevaluated the maintenance backlog and the
licensee's program to manage this backlog.
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During the week of September 22, the inspectors reviewed, all non-
outage, non-breakdown, open PWOs for the St. Lucie site. The
inspectors determined which of these PWOs had been open greater than
nine months. The inspectors compared this list to the "Golden Oldies"list of open PWOs that the licensee's work control organization
maintained. All items identified by the inspectors were on the
licensee's list. Next, the inspectors reviewed the expected start and
completion dates for the planned work and questioned Work Control on
the reasons for any unusual delays. Most of the delays resulted from
waiting for replacement parts to arrive. A few delays were due to a
need for an Engineering evaluation to determine a course of action.
As of September 25, the licensee had reduced the number of PWOs
greater than nine months old to 43 items. The licensee planned to
have all but four of these items completed by the end of the year.

The inspectors also reviewed the processing of canceled work requests
to ensure that the reductions in the PWO backlogs were not due to
canceling requested work. A sample of canceled work requests since
July was reviewed. The inspectors found that the licensee had
performed work request cancellations appropriately. Most of the
cancellations were due to referencing identical work requests or by
adding the work to previously requested items. The inspectors
reviewed the referenced PWOs and found the requested work activities
were added appropriately.

The inspectors determined that the licensee has been actively
attempting to reduce the PWO backlog. Management has been paying
particular attention to PWOs older than nine months old. The
inspectors attributed some delay in repairing the items to the wait
for replacement parts. The licensee's prioritization of activities
accounted for another portion of'he delay. However, it has been a
licensee goal to have no PWOs open for greater than six months.

Conclusions

The inspectors found that the licensee had performed work request
cancellations appropriately. The licensee continued to reduce the
long lived PWOs by using an aggressive tracking system. Plant
Management attention was routinely focused on maintaining the backlog
low.

Maintenance Staff Knowledge and Performance
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Forei n Material Exclusion Trainin 62707

a. Inspection Scope

On September 26. the inspectors attended portions of a training
session on Foreign Material Exclusion (FME) control. In addition, the
inspectors reviewed the various FHE training packages that were taught
to the temporary employees, journeyman, and utility workers.

Observations and Findings

On September 26, the licensee was in the process of revising their FHE
control procedure to strengthen the program. The licensee reviewed
the problems'that had occurred while using the existing procedure.
The instructor pointed out that in 1996, 23 Condition Reports (CRs)
were written due to FHE problems. For the period of 1997 to the time
of the class, 27 CRs had been written due to FHE related problems.
The licensee concluded that a more informative procedure with more
strict controls was war ranted, particularly considering the potential
for FME problems during the upcoming Steam Generator replacement
outage on Unit 1.

The class consisted of an 18 minute video emphasizing the importance
of FHE control during a medical operation by a doctor on a patient.
Parallels were drawn between the two professions. Additionally,
actual FHE related problems occurring in the industry were identified
and discussed in small groups. The groups were to determine how St.
Lucie could prevent the same mistake from occurring. Many good ideas
for FHE control were discussed by those in attendance. The new
revision to 'the procedure was discussed with suggestions taken f'r
further improvements. At the end of the class a test was given.

The inspectors reviewed the procedure existing at that time, 01 13-
PR/PSL-2, Revision 31, "Housekeeping and Cleanliness Control Methods,"
and concluded that although it had only recently been revised it did
not provide the control necessary to alleviate the problems the
licensee had experienced in the past. One area that had been
improved, however, was that more definitive guidance had been provided
for FME controls within the containment buildings. On September 24,
the inspectors reviewed the work package associated with a Unit 1
containment entry and noted that it contained completed FHE logs used
for that maintenance activity. No discrepancies were identified.

The new procedure, Revision 33, was approved for use on October 2.
The inspectors noted that the Steam Generator replacement group had
developed a separate procedure to which they would adhere relative to
the steam generator activities. The licensee was questioned as to the
differences between the two procedures, and what impact, if any, would
there be in having two procedures in use covering the same activity.
The licensee stated that the two were compatible and no problems were
expected to occur due to incompatibility.
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On October 9, CR 97-1891, was written by a Quality Control inspectors
who had identified that FME was not being controlled in the Unit 1
Fuel Handling Building, in accordance with Revision 33.. The
inspectors discussed this issue with the responsible manager, who
concurred with the finding, and indicated that the CR findings were
correct. He stated that the procedure would be revised to correct and
clarify the issues identified in the CR.

Following the review of CR 97-1891 the inspectors questioned the level
of training being afforded temporary workers and craft personnel. The
licensee stated that all temporary personnel were provided training
during their site indoctrination. Journeyman were provided a 3 hour
class on the new procedure, followed by a test. Utility workers were
given a shorter class focussing primarily on the function of FME area
monitor. The inspectors reviewed the training bulletin given,to the
utility workers and noted that it generally covered the important
aspects of the procedure. In addition, the licensee stated that signs
would soon be posted that list names and phone numbers of people to
call if questions arise regarding FME. The licensee stated that each
person was personally accountable and if anyone had questions about
access requirements into an FME zone, they could be answered by
calling the number listed on the sign.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the proposed program and the FME
training was considered to be a worthwhile and necessary step toward
controlling FME related problems. However, the inspectors were unable
to conclude that the level of training and plant postings would
provide adequate instruction to temporary and craft employees.

Maintenance Staff Training and Qualification

Maintenance and Technical Trainin Pro ram Evaluation 41500

Inspection Scope

The programs reviewed were non-licensed operator; electrical
maintenance personnel; mechanical maintenance personnel; and
instrument and control technician. 10 CFR 50. 120 requires that
training programs be established, implemented, and maintained using a
Systems Approach to Training (SAT) as defined in 10 CFR 55.4. A SAT-
based program requires 1) Systematic analysis of the jobs to be
preformed, 2) Learning objectives derived from the analysis which
describes the desired performance after training. 3) Training design
and implementation based on the learning objectives, 4) Evaluation of
trainee mastery of the objectives during training, and 5) Evaluation
and revision of the training based on the performance of trained
personnel in the job setting.
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The inspectors reviewed information related to 13 of the 25
characteristics of a systems approach to training as described in
NUREG-1220. The review was a follow-up to a finding related to
training and qualification of temporary workers which was identified
in Quality Assurance Facility Staff Training and Qualification
Functional Area Audit. QSL-TRN-97-09, dated September 12, 1997.
Although the QA .finding focused on temporary workers during the last
outage, some aspects were generic and applicable to the process for
qualifying licensee personnel to conduct work during all modes of
operation. The inspection of the licensee's training programs focused
primarily on the SAT characteristics related to trainee evaluation.

Observations and Findings

The licensee's QA audit of the training and qualification of temporary
workers identified several issues on the training and qualification of
non-FPL workers. The report found that during the last outage the
processes for ensuring appropriate training and qualification of
temporary workers had not been implemented effectively. The proposed
corrective actions were reviewed and appeared to address adequately
the issues related to qualification of temporary workers who are not
FPL employees. However, the classification of temporary worker also
included FPL employees working in positions to which they are not
normally assigned. Therefore, the training and qualification of FPL
employees filling temporary positions during the last outage were also
reviewed. The review identified a number of'aintenance .utility
workers that were assigned temporary functions as mechanics during the
outage. However, the work to which they were assigned was considered
within the skill-of-the-craft and therefore did not require any
additional training or qualification over the basic qualifications
they had as utilityworkers. Electricians were also used to fill
positions in I8C. The licensee has stated that these workers were
paired with fully qualified I8C technicians or provided supervisory
oversight when performing any work. However, the amount of oversight
provided cannot be determined with available documentation. The
assignment of work in this manner is consistent with the standards of
the conduct of maintenance at the site but is not consistent with the
systems approach to training.

A limited review of training program implementation was conducted to
assess instructor training in all program areas and focused primarily
on the ability of the instructors to deliver training, including on-
the-job training and qualification. Interview results suggested that
workers felt the training they had received was generally of good
quality. However, a review of comments made by licensee management
after conducting observations of training-in-progress identified
issues related to instructional abilities of instructors from several
different training programs. The issues included failure of an
instructor to adequately cover lesson content, inability of several
different instructors to adequately answer questions posed by the
trainees, and inadequate performance of an instructor acting as a task
performance evaluator. The noted level of instructor performance
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indicated some deficiencies in the initial and continuing training of
instructors. However, the issues were well documented, and are being

, tracked with corrective actions planned. Based on those
considerations, instructor training appeared to be adequate but with
known weaknesses.

Only one issue related to qualification of Non-licensed Operators
(NLO) was identified during interviews. Interview results indicated
that during the last outage NLOs performed two tasks for which they
had not been trained or qualified. NLOs were used to operate the fuel
up-ender and vent the Control Element Drive Mechanisms (CEDM), both of
which had previously been performed by licensed operators. However, a
review of the qualifications required of licensed operators did not
identify any task qualifications (job performance measures) related to
either of the tasks. Further review of the task performance
requirements indicated that the NLO operating the fuel up-ender
received specific direction from the licensed operator in charge of
the fuel movement. Additionally, the task was not complex and
considered within the capabilities of a qualified NLO. The
performance of the CEDM venting was covered by procedure and also
within the capabilities of a qualified NLO. Based on the task review,
the transfer of the tasks from licensed operator to NLO without
providing additional training or qualification to the NLO appears
appropriate. No further issues were noted in the NLO program.

The licensee conducted a self-evaluation of training programs in May
1997. In that evaluation the licensee identified problems with
training program evaluation. Some of the deficiencies were centered
on the collection and resolution of comments from trainees and thei r
supervisors on the quality of training and on the operation of the
training review committees. Training review committees are used to
monitor task performance issues and to identify when the level of task
proficiency requires intervention. The problems with training program
evaluation were well documented, and were being tracked with
corrective actions in-progress. Based on those considerations,
program evaluation appeared to be adequate but with known weaknesses.

Interview results indicated that most people believe that the On-The-
Job Training and Task Performance Evaluation (OJT/TPE) programs in the
maintenance area had some deficiencies and should be changed. Of
particular note was the qualification of task performance evaluators.
Discussions with training staff indicated that task perf'ormance
,evaluators should not be evaluating tasks for which they are not
proficient. However, the two supervisors interviewed indicated that
they did not understand they were limited to evaluating tasks for
which they are technically proficient. Procedure AP 0005767, "On-the-
Job Training and Task Performance Evaluation," did not address the
qualification of TPE evaluators. Although the procedure governing
OJT/TPE contained adequate guidance for the conduct of those training
activities, the failure of the procedure to clearly specify limits for
the evaluators together with the incor rect interpretation by
supervisor s of the limits of thei r qualifications to conduct TPE
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indicates a weakness in the trainee evaluation process under the SAT
process..

Interviewed workers commented that they did not feel they were
receiving enough continuing training. The training department
indicated that continuing training for the past year has focused
primarily of training on new procedures and processes rather than
technical topics. The limited technical training together with the
reviously discussed feedback deficiencies in program evaluation are a
nown weakness in the trainee evaluation process under the SAT

process.

The combination of perceived lack of continuing technical training and
inconsistent understanding of the OJT/TPE process led to a review of
the overall qualification process. The normal method for qualifying
workers to perform tasks independently was covered in appropriate
detail in AP 0005767, "On-the-Job Training and Task Performance
Evaluation." The TPE process was used to assure that trainees can
perform job tasks independently. The procedure specifically stated
that the task performance evaluation must be done in accordance with
the established specifications and criteria and that the evaluation
"shall not be arbitrary and shall not deviate from the content of the
evaluation documents." Successful completion of the required
classroom study and task performance evaluation results in an
indication on the task qualification matrix that an individual worker
can be assigned to work independently.

An appropriate alternate method for qualifying workers to perform
independently is covered in AP 0005742. "Exemption From Training,"
which details the process for granting exemptions from training "when
justified and when supported by a documented assessment of prior
training and experience." The result of a completed assessment is an
exemption from completing the classroom study portion that is normally
a prerequisite to task performance evaluation. These procedures
constitute a standard part of'he SAT process and were found to be
acceptable methods for assessing worker mastery of job tasks and
appropriate for qualifying workers to perform independently.

However, ADM-08.02, Revision 15, "Conduct of Maintenance," allowed
individual workers to be assigned to tasks for which they were not
qualified, provided that the supervisor conducted an on-the-spot
evaluation of the individual's qualification and provided additional
supervisory oversight, procedural guidance, or work order details as
appropriate. No additional guidance was provided in the procedure on
what constitutes appropriate increased presence or what skould be
considered when conducting an on-the-spot qualification evaluation. A
review of the content of the Maintenance Supervisor Training Program
did not identify any instruction or guidance on either topic.
Interview results identified that workers were assigned to work at
tasks for which they were not qualified using the methodology
identified in the Conduct of Maintenance procedure. Supervisors
indicated that they use their personal best judgement to determine the
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appropriate level of oversight and that it varies among individual
supervisors. Procedure ADM-08.02 allowed the assignment of workers
based on informal, arbitrary, and undocumented assessments of trainee
mastery that circumvented the established methods for determining
individual worker qualification and therefore does not meet the
requirements of a systems approach to training.

The licensee noted that several changes in the qualification process
were in progress based on the September QA Audit. However, each of
the proposed corrective actions was limited to qualification of
temporary workers during outages. The licensee failed to recognize
the issues related to qualification of site personnel in all modes of
operation.

The failure to implement the training programs derived from a systems
approach to training as evidenced by ADM 08.02, Revision 15, "Conduct
of Maintenance," is considered a violation of 10 CFR 50.120 (VIO 50-
335, 389/97-11-02, "Maintenance Worker Qualification Not In Accordance
With A Systems Approach To Training" ).

Conclusion

The implementation of the Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) for
the technical training programs in the area of trainee qualification
was adequately defined in Procedures AP 0005767, "On-the-Job Training
and Task Performance Evaluation," and AP 0005742. "Exemption from
Training." However, the licensee's failure to implement the systems
approach to training by allowing the evaluation of'orkers in
accordance with Procedure ADM-08.02. Revision 15, "Conduct of
Maintenance," which does not contain specifications and objective-
based evaluation criteria as required by the systems approach to
training. was identified as a violation.

Quality Assurance in Maintenance Activities

Review of Audits Self-Assessments and Trends in Maintenance 62700

Inspection Scope

Recent Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA) audits, Maintenance self-
assessments, significant PMT Condition Reports (CRs), trend reports of
PMT CRs, License Event Reports (LERs) resulting from PMT discrepancies
and corrective actions implemented by the licensee as a result of the
preceding documentation were reviewed by the inspectors. This review
was to determine whether the license'e audits and 'self-assessments were
properly identifying programmatic discrepancies and taking the
necessary corrective actions to prevent their recurrence. and
strengthening the PMT program.
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Procedure ADM-11.05. Revision 0, "Self-Assessment Procedure," was
reviewed by the inspectors. The following audits were also reviewed:

~ NQA Maintenance Functional Area Audit No. QSL-HNT-96-25

~ NQA Audit f'r Post Modification Testing Activities During the 1997
Unit 2 Refueling Outage, Audit No. QSL-PMT-97-06

~ CR 97-0493, Review of St. Lucie Test Program for Events of Common
Cause and Program Weaknesses

~ 18C Maintenance Self-Assessment for 2nd Quarter 1997, "Real Time
Training Coach Interface"

~ Maintenance Services Self-Assessment for 2nd Quarter 1997, "PSL
Protective Coatings Program"

The inspectors reviewed the above documents and the corrective actions
taken, and concluded that all of the audits and self-assessments
contained the necessary substance to properly address the issues. In
addition, the first three audits not only properly addressed the
issues but identified findings that were constructive in improving the
PMT program. One significant finding revealed in QSL-MNT-96-25 was
the misuse of Procedure ADM-80.01, "Control of Minor Maintenance Work
Activities." The inspectors'eview also revealed that inadequate PMT
procedures and PMT inadequacies continued to be the leading cause of
PMT discrepancies. In addition to the above reviews, the following
specific items were reviewed to evaluate the result of corre'ctive
actions taken by the licensee:

'

~ St. Lucie Action Report 95-1162, "St. Lucie Plant Detailed Review
of PMT Related Procedures"

~ 1995. 1996, and 1997 "Licensee Event Reports Involving Testing"

~ Trend Data for 1995, 1996, and through August 1997 for CRs and
LERs

~ Significant Condition Report CR-97-1138, "SIT Discharge Tank"

~ FPSL St Lucie Plant "Post Maintenance Test Program Overview"

The inspectors noted that in the "Post-Maintenance Program Overview,"
the licensee planned to perform a PMT/Surveillance self-assessment by
February 28, 1998, to determine the effectiveness of their corrective
actions.
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Analysis of corrective actions taken by the licensee to audit
findings. CRs and LERs revealed that the licensee was improving in the
area of PMTs from 1995 and 1996 trended results. The licensee was
proactive in planning to perform a PMT/Surveillance self-assessment by
February 28. 1998 to determine the effectiveness of their corrective
actions.

Ultimate Heat Sink Valve Re air 62702

Inspection Scope

On July 15, the licensee determined that the Emergency Cooling Canal
(Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)) valve, SB 37-2, failed to stroke completely
open. This was a repetitive problem. Last May, the same valve was
slow to stroke the first few times operated. The licensee eventually
was able to get the valve to stroke in an allowable time. However,
the licensee decided to check the valve on an increased frequency.
After the latest failure, the licensee repaired the valve and replaced
the actuator . This report period, the inspectors performed a normal
document review for this safety-related system.

Observations and Findings

On September 22, the inspectors requested all the documentation
associated with the UHS valve replacement. A brief review of the work
orders revealed that one, PWO 69/6119, had a reference to document
hold points in Procedure M-0039. Procedure M-0039, Revision 29,
"Threaded Fasteners on Pressure Boundaries. Structural Steel and Plant
Equipment" is the licensee's normal method for documenting proper
torquing of bolts on site. The procedure specified the final torque
for fasteners of various sizes. According to the Mechanical
Maintenance Supervisor, if the components Technical Manual specified a
different value this would be included in the work order. The
inspectors inqui red about metric bolting. The procedure only
specified U.S. standard sizes. Again, the Maintenance Supervisor
stated that the size would be converted to a U.S. size and the nearest
value would be used. If the size was about halfway between sizes, the
torque value would be roughly interpolated. The inspectors found this
to be an acceptable method for pieces of equipment that do not have a
Technical Manual specification.

The inspectors noted that the licensee did not include any copies of
M-0039 with the package given to the inspectors. The licensee
searched for the missing document at length and located it on the desk
of a foreman who was on a temporary assignment at another plant. The
licensee did a brief review of the document before turning it over to
the inspectors and noted that Quality Control (QC) did not verify the
final retorque as required by the procedure. The licensee initiated
Condition Report (CR) 97-1813 to document the deficiency.
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The inspectors received the missing document from the licensee with
the Condition Report attached. The inspectors also noted that the
procedure had several non-QC signature lines unsigned and the QC
cleanliness inspection holdpoint was also unsigned. The inspectors
attended the licensee's meetings to investigate the problem.
Originally, the licensee had planned to perform the repai rs with the
valve area flooded. The original PWOs were written for Construction
Services to remove the valve only. Mechanical Maintenance would
perform the overhaul under another PWO.

The Construction work order contained the handwritten requirement to
torque the bolts in accordance with M-0039. This procedure contained
specific criteria for safety-related bolt cleaning applications,
cleanliness inspections for two inch or greater openings. and torquing
criteria. Each of these points had a QC holdpoint associated with it.
The original intent of the work orders was to accomplish the work with
divers and Construction Services assistance. The Mechanical
Maintenance work order contained only the applicable parts and vendor
information for disassembly and reassembly of the 54-inch butterfly
valve.

Construction Services began work by removing the missile shields and
setting the stop logs as required by their work order. In addition,
the licensee decided to dewater the UHS well. The Maintenance
Supervisors decided that with the well dewatered, the valve work was
well within their abilities. Also, the licensee decided .to perform
the work with both Construction Services and Mechanical Maintenance
working with both PWOs. On August 12. during valve reassembly, the

eak shift crew started the torquing sequence and stopped with the
ast torque at 160 foot-pounds. This allowed the mid-shift crew to
erform the final torque of'- 165 foot pounds with QC verification.
hey accomplished this without incident. When the day shift arrived,

they were sent to the field to perform the hot torque of the bolts
which they documented as completing on the Construction Services PWO.
The workers however did not review the front of the PWO and therefore
failed to notice that the hot torque required documenting in M-0039.
When questioned, the journeymen stated that they had been working on
the Hechanical Maintenance PWO all week and did not realize that the
other PWO had additional requi rements.

The Mechanical Maintenance supervisor responsible for the closu're of
Mechanical Maintenance work order reviewed the document and sent it
for closeout in the vault. The Construction Department supervisor
reviewed his work order, found the procedure M-0039 in his package
with the Mechanical Maintenance work order referenced on top of it.
He sent the M-0039 to the Mechanical Haintenance supervisor who did
not understand why he had an M-0039. His work order did not requireit. He then stored it on his desk prior to reporting to Turkey Point
to assist with their outage.
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The inspectors noted several weaknesses. First, the scope of the work
changed considerably when the licensee decided to dewater the UHS pit.
Maintenance did not take that opportunity to revisit the planning

of'he

work and therefore clarify all the requirements. Second, M-0039
did not appear to be the appropriate tool to use in this instance. QC
stated that the bolt inspection and the final torquing were all that
the vendor manual would require. However, by invoking M-0039 here,
the licensee also invoked two more QC holdpoints. which they missed.
Third, project oversight was not crisp. No single group held overall
responsibility for the project. Fourth, closeout of the Construction
PWO was not adequate. The QC holdpoints were added to the original
PRO and never to the computerized version. The only way for anyone to
note that QC holdpoints existed would have been to have had the
original in hand. Fifth. QC closeout of safety related work was slow.
The inspectors had expected that at least a preliminary review would
have been conducted in the two months following the work. The
licensee would have identified these missed holdpoints quickly.

Criterion X of Appendix B of 10 CFR 50 states "A program for
inspection of activities affecting quality shall be established and
executed by or for the organization performing the activity to verify
conformance with the documented instructions ..." The failure of the
licensee to have QC verify the two QC holdpoints described above is a
violation (VIO 50-335.389/97-11-03. "Missed QC Holdpoints on UHS Valve
Repair .")

Conclusion

The inspectors identified multiple weaknesses that led to the licensee
missing two QC holdpoints during repair of the UHS valve. This
failure was identified as a violation.

Miscellaneous Maintenance Issues

Failure of'he Unit 2 28 uglified Safet Parameter Dis la S stem
~62707

Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's findings associated with the
failure of the 2B Qualified Safety Parameter Display System (QSPDS).
The licensee initiated Condition Report (CR) 97-1790, to document this
event.

Observations and Findings

The QSPDS is designed to provide the operators with an advanced
warning of the approach to inadequate core cooling by providing
indication of margin to saturation conditions. reactor vessel level
monitors, and core exit thermocouples. On September 21, Operators
noted the Channel B QSPDS Heated Junction Thermocouples (HJTC) 5, 6,
and 8 deviating from thei r normal temperatures. HJTC's are used to
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measure reactor vessel level. - A Work Order (WO) was written to
investigate and concluded that grounds existed on multiple HJTC
cables. Data was taken and the results discussed with Engineering and
the vendor. The licensee also tested the cabinet electronics and
determined that they were fully operable. In addition, the subcooling
margin monitor and the core exit thermocouples were operating
satisfactorily. The licensee believes the problem to be related to
cables that are in high radiation areas and cannot be repaired at
power.

Based on these results, the licensee declared the entire channel
inoperable, and entered technical specification 3.3.3.6.c. Because
the licensee was unable to restore the channel to service within the
allotted time, a Special Report to the Commission was required to be
submitted within 30 days.

At the conclusion of this report period, the licensee and the vendor
were continuing to review the data collected. In addition, industry
experience was being reviewed for similar failures.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the licensee's actions to date appeared
prudent and that they were adequately pursuing repair alternatives.

Incor rect Xenon Constants Installed In Unit 2 DDPS 62707.

Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed event data and corrective actions associated
with CR 97-1720, which was initiated due to Xenon constants being
incorrectly installed into the Digital Data Processing System (DDPS).

Observations and findings

On September 10, I8C personnel made a data entry error while
installing the Unit 2 Xenon constants in the DDPS computer. The
constants are updated periodically based on the amount of full power
operation. There were 7 constants that were being updated in the
computer to correspond to 2000 effective full power hours of
operation. The constants were installed by simply entering each
number individually on the computer and following it with a comma and
a semi-colon. Af'ter the semi-colon is typed the computer provides a
prompt for the next number . The individual entering the 7 constants
skipped the second constant and entered the number for the third
constant. Upon recognizing his mistake, he simply started the entire
process over again with the first constant. However. by design. the
computer began to use each constant after the semi-colon was entered.
Therefore, by the time the data entry error was recognized and
corrected the computer had already accepted and used the incorrect
constants. However, this fact was not known by the person who entered
the data, and therefore because it had been corrected no mention of'
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the error was made to the operators. The error resulted in the
computer calculating a Xenon value approximately double what it
actually was at that time.

The operators on shift recognized that the Xenon value had increased
and requested assistance from Reactor Engineering. Reactor
Engineering recognized the error and instructed Operations to use the
Physics Curve book to determine Xenon concentration, if needed.
Reactor Engineering subsequently corrected the error.

The inspectors reviewed the WO which controlled the activity, WO

97020102, and discussed the details of the work with the maintenance
personnel who performed the job.

The WO instructions contained the following 4 steps:

"1) Obtain permission from Operations to load new constants into
DDPS.

2) Install new Xenon constants into DDPS as requested and
supplied by Reactor Engineering. Refer to Physics Curve
book.

3) Comply with AP 4000060. ["Maintenance Departmental Control
Of Computer Software"]

4) Document all work performed on the J.W.R." [Journeyman's
Work Report]

The inspectors reviewed the physics curve book and noted that the page
which contained the data was somewhat confusing. The constants were
identified as Kl, K2, K3, etc. up to K7 and arranged on the page as
follows;

Kl =K2
K3 =
K4 =

K5 =

K6 =
K7 =

[value]
[value]
Lvalue]
[value]
[value]
[value]

When K2 was entered, the value for K3 was used, because it was the
next number in the column. After discussing the error with the
personnel who entered the data, the inspectors concluded that the
arrangement of the table was a factor which led to error.

AP 4000060, Revision 3, "Maintenance Departmental Control Of Computer
Software," was reviewed and found not to apply. Although changing the
Xenon constants was considered a software change on Unit 1 it was not
a software change on Unit 2. The individual who entered the data
stated that he recognized that the procedure didn't apply. He stated
that he referred to the vendor manual and obtained the information
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necessary to perform the task. The inspectors concluded that the WO

was poorly planned in that it did not provide adequate instructions to
perform the task. In addition, the inspectors determined, that the
individual who performed the work should not have obtained and used
the vendor manual information without having the WO scope changed
first.
The Journeyman's Work Report was reviewed and noted to contain only 1
entry which stated, "Installed new 2000 EFPH Xenon constants into the
DDPS." The inspectors discussed the lack of detail and no mention of
the data entry error, with the person who installed the constants.
The individual stated that because he corrected the error and didn'
recognize that the computer had already used the data, he didn'
consider it was necessary to document it on the work report.

The licensee's corrective action for this event included the
development of a procedure for entry of the Xenon constants on Unit 2,
2-IMP-65.07, Revision 0, "Loading Unit 2 Digital Data Processor System
(DDPS) Xenon Constants." In addition. the I&C manager issued a memo
which stopped all DDPS maintenance related activities until approved
by himself. In addition, the licensee intends to install a software
change which would allow the Xenon constants to be installed with the
computer offline. This would provide for verification prior to being
loaded into the computer for use. The licensee also committed to
having the vendor update the system vendor manuals and to provide
training at the vendor's facility for several licensee personnel.

On October 7, another data entry error was made while installing Xenon
constants on Unit 2. In this case, the error was made while
installing the Kl constant, but was identified prior to depressing the
semi-colon. The person entering the data used the backspace key and
overwrote the incor rect entry. When the semi-colon was depressed. the
computer reset the program and displayed an incorrect Kl value. The
person entering the data immediately informed the ANPS. Reactor
Engineering was also contacted and provided Operations with the
appropriate instructions to remove the system from service. This
event was documented in CR 97-1879.

The licensee contacted the vendor to determine the cause of the error.
The vendor stated that the keyboard keys do not always provide the
function as indicated on the key. Under certain modes, a keystroke
has an entirely different function than indicated on the key. The
licensee requested that all the different modes of operation for the
DDPS and the functions of each key f'r those modes be identified.
Further, the licensee suspended all further Xenon constant data
changes until the software modification which wi 11 allow the computer
to be taken off line prior to making the changes. is performed.
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The licensee has made numerous maintenance and data entry errors with
the DDPS computer over the last year. Corrective actions have been
implemented in each case but have been ineffective in arresting the
problem. The licensee stated that one weakness associated with DDPS
is that they lack system expertise, because the system is old

and'endorinformation was difficult to obtain.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that a lack of proper oversight and
management attention led to two additional examples of DDPS related
errors. Although, it was recognized that the errors identified in
these two examples were not associated with the quality related
functions of'DPS, the inspectors considered the errors to be
significant in terms of providing the proper oversight and managing
work activities associated with DDPS. Additionally, the inspectors
concluded that the WO used to complete the WO 97020102 was poorly
planned in that it did not provide clear instructions to perform the
task.

Preventive Maintenance Pro ram 62707

Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed portions of the licensee's Preventive
Maintenance (PH) program with a focus on the process util.ized to
change and delete PH tasks.

Observations and Findings

The inspectors conducted a review of a number of aspects of the
licensee's PM program. The licensee's PH program is governed by
Administrative Procedure No. 0010431, Revision 15, "Preventive
Maintenance Program." In performing this review, the inspectors
determined that the responsibility for implementation of the PM

program lies with a number of site departments. These include the
Maintenance, Engineering, Work Control, and Operations Departments.
However, the overall administration of the PH process is combined
effort of the Work Control and Engineering Departments. PH is defined
as a scheduled program of periodic inspections. tests, lubrications,
repairs, replacements, adjustments or cleaning to aid in the
prevention of equipment failures and maintain equipment operational or
storage status. This includes required TS surveillance tasks normally
performed by the maintenance department.

The inspectors review included an examination of the process used to
effect changes to the PH program. Procedure 0010431 specifies the use
of a PH Program Change Request form to document changes to the PH
program. These changes include adding, deleting, and rescheduling PM
tasks. A change request can be originated by any licensee employee,
and is approved by the system/component engineer (for changes
involving EQ, Safety Related, or TS required equipment) and the
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maintenance department head, and implemented by the appropriate
planner. The inspectors reviewed a sample of these change requests
for the Emergency Diesel Generators, Ventilation Systems., and Intake
Cooling Water/Circulating Water System. Although these systems had a
number of PM program change requests implemented this year, no
specific conclusions could be drawn as to the potential negative
impact on plant performance.

Earlier in 1997, the licensee identified a number of safety related
PMs which had been incorrectly suspended. This matter was documented
in CR 97-1460 and the licensee's corrective action process. No

operability concerns were identified. The licensee is performing
additional corrective actions to ensure the prevention of recurrence.
In addition. while performing this review, the inspectors noted that
the licensee had processed approximately 2000 PM Program Change
Requests year to date. For a mature plant, this high number of change
requests represents a potential indicator that the PM program is in a
transition state. Currently, the licensee is in the process of
amending the PM program. Following the licensee's completion of this
effort. a further in-depth review of'he PM program will be required.
An inspection follow-up item is being opened to track the licensee's
updating of the PH program including the reasons for the high number
of PM change requests. The matter is identified as IFI 50-335.389/97-
11-04, "Follow-up to PM Program Changes."

Conclusions

An Inspection Follow-up Item was opened to track the licensee's
progress in updating their PM Program. A high number of PH Program
Change Requests were, processed this year potentially indicating a
program in transitio'n.

Closed VIO 50-335 389/96-13-02 "Failure to Establish Performance
Criteria Commensurate with Safet " 92902

This violation documented the licensee's failure to develop specific
performance criteria for SSCs that were commensurate with safety.
Specifically. the licensee's measure of reliability for risk-
significant systems did not meet the requirement of'he Maintenance
Rule.

Corrective actions taken by the licensee for this violation were
reviewed in part in NRC Inspection Report 50-335.389/97-01. During
this review the inspectors confirmed that the licensee had developed
performance criteria for the Unit 1 CST crosstie to the AFW system and
that the crosstie was added to the Unit j. PREMRA Matrix. In addition,
the inspectors confirmed that the licensee had also completed
estimates of demands and/or run times for risk-significant SSCs and
used this data to perform a PSA sensitivity study to develop new
specific performance criteria for reliability. However, the
inspectors noted that although the licensee had developed new specific
performance criteria for most SSCs, there were some SSCs for which
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criteria had not been developed. Therefore this item had remained
open until all performance criteria for reliability of risk-
significant systems was developed.

During this inspection the inspectors reviewed data previously
reviewed by the NRC as well as Calculation PSL-BFJR-97-001.
"Evaluation of the Impact of the Proposed Maintenance Rule Reliability
Criteria on the Baseline PSA CD for Unit 1." This document developed
specific performance criteria for all risk-significant systems. The
inspectors also reviewed the minutes of the Expert Panel for February
25 8 26, 1997, to verify that the calculation recommendations were
approved. Corrective actions completed by the licensee were
appropriate to resolve this problem. This violation is closed.

9

0 en IFI 50-335 389/96-13-04 "Followu on Licensee Actions to
Provide Performance Criteria for Structures After Industr Resolution
of This Issue" 92902

This item was opened pending development of performance criteria for
structures. Recommended performance criteria was subsequently
provided by the NRC in Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1. 160,
Honitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants,
dated March 1997. The licensee was in the process of developing and
implementing their structures criteria, based on the Regulatory Guide.
The licensee stated that full implementation will be completed by
December 31. 1997. This item remains open, pending NRC review of the
Maintenance Rule performance criteria for structures.

Closed VIO 50-335 389/96-09-03 "Failure to Test the Reactor Cavit
Pressure Relief Dam er s in Accordance With the Vendor 's Technical9~1" 92992

This violation was cited due to the licensee's use of technical
reference data that Engineering had not reviewed and the Facility
Review Group (FRG) had not approved for use. Also, the inspectors
cited the licensee's failure to provide a technical justification for
changing the Reactor Cavity damper testing periodicity from 18 months
to 54 months. The licensee implemented extensive corrective actions.
This included completing and implementing safety evaluations deleting
the safety function of both units'eactor Cavity dampers and
increased periodic training on Work Order Control and vendor technical
manual usage. The inspectors verified completion of all corrective
actions to which the licensee committed. The inspectors have
determined that the corrective actions should be sufficient to prevent
recurrence of the violation. This item is closed.

Closed VIO 50-335 389/96-09-04 "Failure to Perform Ade uate
Testin on the Reactor Cavit Pressure Relief Dam ers" 92902

This violation documented multiple examples of inadequate post
maintenance testing of'oth units'eactor Cavity Pressure Relief
Dampers. The licensee determined the root cause to be a fai lure by
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the maintenance supervision combined with weak work order packages.
The licensee executed several corrective actions. One action deleted
the safety-related functions of the dampers. Another action retrained
maintenance personnel and planners on the Work Order Process and
vendor technical manual usage requi rements. The inspectors verified
the completion of all corrective actions and has determined that they
should be sufficient to prevent recurrence of the violation. This
item is closed.

III. En ineerin

E1. Conduct of Engineering

El. 1 Generic .Letter GL 89-10 Pro ram Im lementation

Inspection Scope (Temporary Instruction 2515/109)

This inspection evaluated the licensee's implementation of GL 89-10,
"Safety-Related Motor -Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance." GL
89-10 requested the implementation of a program to ensure that safety-
related Motor Operated Valves (HOVs) were capable of performing their
design-basis functions. The GL and its supplements provided
recommendations for this program which included establishment of MOV
switch settings, design-basis testing to demonstrate the capabilities
of the HOVs, and actions to assure that design-basis capabilities were
maintained. The licensee had notified the NRC that impl'ementation of
GL 89-10 was'omplete in letters dated February 2, 1995 (Unit 1) and
March 14, 1996 (Unit 2).

The inspection was conducted through reviews of documentation and
interviews with licensee personnel. The documents reviewed included:

Engineering Evaluation JPN-PSL-SEMP-91-030, "NRC Generic Letter
89-10 HOV Program Description," Revision 5
JPN-PSL-SEHP-94-069, "NRC Generic Letter 89-10 MOV Summary
Report," St. Lucie Unit 1." Revision 1
JPN-PSL-SEHP-96-002, "NRC Generic Letter 89-10 MOV Summary
Report," St. Lucie Unit 2," Revision 1
Engineering Evaluation PSL-BFJH-93-029, "NRC Generic Letter 89-10
Motor Operated Valve Test Results." Revision 3
Engineering Evaluation JPN-PSL-SEHP-94-002, "Engineering
Evaluation of NRC Generic Letter 89-10 Motor Operated Valve
Diagnostic Test Results." Revision 2
JPN-PSL-SEHS-96-070, "Evaluation of EPRI Performance Prediction
Program Results - MPR Report 1759," Revision 1, dated September
17, 1997
PSL-ENG-97-018, "Periodic Verification of Design Basis Capability
of Safety Related Motor Operated Valves for NRC Generic Letter 96-
05n
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~ Work orders referred to in the following paragraphs
~ Summary tabulations of MOV information and calculation results.

including a list of MOV "available valve factors" calculated using
formulas described in previous NRC inspection reports (e.g'..
Inspection Report 50-338, 339/97-01)

Observations and Findings

1. Sco e of MOVs Included in the Pro ram

The scope of valves included in the licensee's GL 89-10 program was
originally reviewed and determined acceptable by the NRC during
Inspection 50-335, 389/91-18. The scope consisted of 185 MOVs and was
documented in Engineering Evaluation JPN-PSL-SEMJ-90-072, Revision l.
During the current inspection the inspectors found that the licensee
had subsequently reduced the scope by 44 MOVs. The current program
scope included 61 gate valves, 56 globe valves, and 24 butterfly
valves for a total of 141 valves.

The bases for the removal of the 44 valves referred to above, were
documented in Engineering Evaluation JPN-PSL-SEMJ-90-072. Revision 5
and Condition Report 97-1647. The removals were based on Supplement 7
of GL 89-10 (mispositioning issue) and on re-evaluations that
determined that certain valves did not have design-basis safety
functions. The inspectors found that the bases given were
satisfactory.

2. MOV Sizin and Switch Settin s

The licensee used a standard industry equation or the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) Performance Prediction Model (PPM) to
calculate the predicted thrust requirements for its gate and globe
valves. The predicted torque requirements for butterfly valves were
provided by the vendors or were calculated using the EPRI PPH. The
predicted thrust and torque requirements were validated through
dynamic testing. Parameters evaluated in this testing, such as valve
factors, seating coefficients, etc., are discussed in subsequent
paragraphs. Standard industry equations and parameters measured in
the licensee's testing were used in sizing and establishing settings.
Torque switch settings were based on the predicted thrust and torque
requirements, the capabilities of the MOVs, and the established values
of applicable setting uncertainties (torque switch repeatability. load
sensitive behavior, and diagnostic equipment error).

The inspectors'valuation of the licensee's sizing and setting of its
MOVs concentrated on the following sample of MOVs, selected to include
valves considered to have marginal capabilities and/or to cover the
various methods used by the licensee in validating setting and size
requirements:
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Valve.,'-V1403

1-V3206

1-V3663

1-V3627

1-NV-07-2A

2-V1477

2-V3656

2-NV-08-17

2-V3536

2-V3660

2-NV-21-2

2-NV-21-3

Functi onal Name

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve Block Valve

Low Pressure Safety Injection (LPSI) Pump Discharge
Isolation Valve

High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI) Suction Isolation
Valve from Shut Down Cooling Heat Exchanger

HPSI Header Isolation Valve

Containment Sump Suction Isolation Valve

Pressurizer Power Operated Relief Valve Block Valve

HPSI Header A Isolation Valve

Atmospheric Dump Valve Block Valve

Shutdown Cooling Warmup Valve

LPSI Pump Recirculation Valve

Intake Cooling Water Header Isolation Valve

Intake Cooling Water Header Isolation Valve

The inspectors'indings regarding the assumptions which .the licensee
had used in determining the settings and sizing of NOVs are as
follows:

Grou in and Valve Factors for Gate and Globe Valves

The licensee used grouping to determine valve factors for calculating
the thrust requirements for gate and globe valves that were not
dynamically tested. The highest valve factor obtained from dynamic
tests performed on the members of a group was assigned to the untested
valves in the group. Grouping was based on valve type (gate or
globe), manufacturer, and differential pressure. The inspectors were
concerned that the licensee did not consider other design differences
which could affect valve factor. In a letter dated October 10. 1997,
the licensee committed to revise its grouping criteria to include
additional considerations, such as pressure class. fluid temperature,
fluid medium, and valve size.

The licensee's application of NOV setting requirements obtained from
the EPRI MOV PPN was documented in JPN-PSL-SEMS-96-070. This report
identified several cases where the PPM results were not directly
applicable, but were considered to be best available data. Some
examples were: (1) gate valve guide and seat material combinations
that were not tested as part of the EPRI program (NOVs 1-V3480, 1-
V1403, and V1405); (2) butterfly valve bearing materials that were not
tested as part of the EPRI program (MOVs 1/2-NV-07-2A. 1/2-NV-07-28,
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2-HV14-03. and 2-NV14-04); (3) application of PPM results to globe
valves in compressible flow application (MOVs 2HV-08-1A and 2NV-08-
1B); (4) application of PPM results to valves with inverted guides
(MOVs 1-MV-15-1 and 1-NV-18-1); and (5) non-predictable results
obtained for HOVs 1-MV-09-07 and 1-MV-09-08. The inspectors also
noted that the PPM results were applied to four 20-inch gate valves
(MOVs 1-NV-09-1. 1-NV-09-2, 1-NV-09-7, and 1-NV-09-8) which exceeded
the size of 18-inch gate valve used in validating the EPRI gate valve
computer model. In its letter dated October 10, 1997, the licensee
committed to provide long-term plans where use of the EPRI model
provides best available information but might not be reliable at this
time as a design standard.

The inspectors reviewed St. Lucie's gate and globe valves based on
valve manufacturer, valve type, valve size. and pressure class rating
to determine whether the licensee had considered representative test
data for the full range of valves. In addition, the inspectors
discussed the valve factor basis for each valve group with licensee
personnel. The following valves were determined to need additional
supporting information to ensure that the selected GL 89-10 program
assumptions are adequate:

Valve
Size

Val ve
Vendor

Pressure
Class,

Valve,
'Type

'ffected -Valves Basis for Concern

10-
inch

Velan 300¹ Flex-
Aedge
ate

1-V3206, 1-V3207. Inadequate amount of
1-V3452, 1-V3453, , pen valve factor
1-V3456. and 1-V3457 ata

3-
inch

1500¹ lobe 1-MV-08-1A and
1-HV-08-1B

est differential
pressure too low

4-
inch

4-
inch

10-
inch

nchor
Dar ling

rlesting
house

600¹

600¹

1525¹

Balance
-Plug
lobe

Double
Disk
ate

Flex-
edge
ate

2-NV-08-12 and
2-NV-08-13

No close
valve factor data

2-V3481 and 2-V3651 No close
valve factor data

1/2-HV-09-09.1/2-NV- ddress unwedging
09-10, 1/2-MV-09-11, for this valve
and 1/2-NV-09-12 esign

3-
inch

4-
inch

4-
inch

Rock-
ell
imple

arget
Rock

1500¹

900¹

1500¹

lobe

lobe

lobe

2-NV-08-lA and
2-HV-08-1B

-MV-08-3

2-V3550, 2-V3551,
and 2-V3536

Inadequate close
hrust margin

ustify safety
function
lassification

Inadequate close
hrust margin
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Valve
Size

Valve Pressure »'Valve
Vendor Class Type

Affected Valves Basis for Concern

2-
inch

CCI 1500¹ Balance 2-V2553, 2-V2554,
d-Plug and 2-V2555

lobe

ddress unwedging
for this valve
esign

In its letter dated October 10, 1997. the licensee committed to
provide justification for the thrust and torque requirements for valve
groups with weak valve factor justification.
Grou in and Testin of Butterfl Valves

The licensee based the torque requi rements for four of its GL 89-10
butterfly valves on the EPRI PPM. The requirements for the remaining
20 GL 89-10 butterfly valves were based on vendor specified values,
validated through static and dynamic testing. Each of the valves was
tested under static conditions. The valves were grouped and a sample
from each group was dynamically tested consistent with the
recommendations of GL 89-10, Supplement 6. Evaluations of the test
results demonstrated that the vendor specified torque requirements
were adequate and that the butterfly MOVs had substantial capability
margins (20 to 85 percent) above the design-basis requirements. except
in the case of valves 2-MV-21-2 and -3. These two valves had
capability margins of 8 percent. The inspectors found that the
licensee had adequately demonstrated the capability of the 20
butterfly valves.

Bearin Coefficient for Butterfl Valves Evaluated Usin the EPRI PPM

The licensee used the EPRI PPM to determine torque requirements for
four butterfly valves. The EPRI PPM did not have a bearing
coefficient for the bearings in these valves. The licensee obtained
data from the vendor which indicated a value of 0.25 was appropriate
and, for conservatism. assumed a 0.35 value in the calculations to
demonstrate that the valves were capable of design-basis operation.
Licensee personnel stated that they were evaluating test data from
three other butterfly valves to support the assumed bearing
coefficient. The NRC will review this evaluation as part of a final
inspection of the licensee's implementation of GL 89-10.

Load Sensitive Behavior

The licensee's original program documents specified a 10.5 percent
bias margin f'r the effects of load sensitive behavior on gate and
globe MOVs. On September 17. 1997, the licensee issued Condition
Report (CR) 97-1732 which identified that the original 10.5 percent
thrust margin was nonconservative. From a statistical analysis of in-
plant data, the licensee determined that a bias margin of 0.8 percent
and a random margin of 21.7 percent were appropriate load sensitive
behavior values for calculating static closing thrust setting
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requirements. The inspectors performed an independent analysis of the
licensee's gate and globe valve data and verified that they suppor ted
the revised values. Application of the new values resulted in about a
5 percent increase in calculated thrust requirements. The licensee's
settings were found to have sufficient margin to accommodate this
increase above the original requi rements.

The inspectors noted that the licensee had not accounted for load
sensitive behavior in the valve opening direction. However, the
inspectors found that the licensee had sufficient margin to
accommodate opening load sensitive behavior .

Although the licensee had completed its GL 89-10 testing in the
1995/1996 time period, it had only recently evaluated its HOV'test
data and identified that its initial assumption of margin to account
for load sensitive behavior was incorrect. Underestimation of the
load sensitive behavior in MOV calculations and setup could have
resulted in inoperable MOVs at St. Lucie. In its letter dated October
10, 1997, the licensee committed to address load sensitive behavior in
the open direction in CR 97-1732 and to revise NOV calculations and
engineering evaluations to incorporate appropriate load sensitive
behavior.

Stem Friction Coefficient

The licensee statistically analyzed the static test data .from gate and
globe valves and determined that a 0.20 stem friction coefficient
assumption was justified for its HOVs with a 95 percent confidence
level. The inspectors found this value adequate, provided that load
sensitive behavior is appropriately addressed, as discussed in the
preceding paragraph.

The inspectors found that the licensee assumed a 0. 15 stem friction
coefficient for HOVs 1-MV-09-1, 1-HV-09-2, 1-HV-09-7, 1-HV-09-8, 2-
V1476. 2-V1477. 1-V3432. and 1-V3444. The licensee justified the use
of this value based on individual measurements made on each valve. In
its letter dated October 10, 1997, the licensee committed to ensure
that all its gate and globe valves were capable of accommodating a
stem friction coefficient of 0.20.

The licensee intends to change its stem lubricant from FelPro N-5000
to Mobil 28 beginning with the Fall 1997 Unit 1 outage. The
inspectors noted that this new stem lubricant may have different
performance characteristics, which could impact stem friction
coefficient and load sensitive behavior. In its letter dated October
10. 1997. the licensee committed to revise PSL-ENG-97-018 to address
the change in stem lubricant and its effect on stem friction
coefficient and load sensitive behavior.
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The inspectors noted that'he licensee had not identified a specific
margin for age-related degradation. such as may be caused by stem
lubricant degradation. In its letter dated October 10, 1997, the
licensee committed to revise Engineering Evaluation PSL-ENG-97-018 to
identify a 10 percent goal to account for age-related degradation.
This goal would apply to butterfly as well as gate and globe valves.

Extra olation of D namic Test Data

The inspectors noted that the licensee's justification for linear
extrapolation of dynamic test data for gate and globe valves did not
address the disk load needed to ensure reliable extrapolation. In its
letter dated October 10, 1997, the licensee committed to revise JPN-
PSL-SEHP-91-030, to specify use of the latest EPRI guidance on
extrapolation of dynamic test data. The licensee also committed to
document the acceptability of previous extrapolations of dynamic test
data based on the EPRI guidance.

Thrust Calculations and Switch Settin Control

The licensee recently identified deficient conditions in this area,
which it documented for resolution in Condition Reports (CRs). These
conditions and related NRC observations are as follows:

CR 97-1733 (9/12/1997) identified that the results of some testing
performed for the GL 89-10 program had not been incorporated into
affected HOV calculations and other design documents. The CR also
indicated that GL 89-10 Program Summary Reports JPN-PSL-SEHP-94-069
and -96-002 had specified follow-up actions, involving updating of
calculations. which had not been completed. The disposition of the CR
required updating of design documents for the follow-up actions and
performance of a review to assure that all other program documents are
consistent with one another and that appropriate MOV setpoints are
maintained. Related observations by the inspectors were as follows:

~ The licensee's thrust calculations used generic valve factor
assumptions of 0.50 for gates and 1.1 for globe valves in
calculating thrust requirements. However, the licensee's dynamic
test results indicated that these valve factors were
nonconservative for HOVs such as l-V3206, 1-V3654, 1-HV-08-13. 1-
MV-08-14, Z-V-3660, 2-V-3664, 2-V-3665, and 2-V3540. The dynamic
test results were reportedly reviewed by the licensee at the time
of the testing to ensure that the HOVs had no operability
concerns.

~ The licensee had found that it was not practical to dynamically
test certain gate valves to establish their design-basis thrust
requirements. Instead, the licensee had a contractor determine
their thrust requirements using the EPRI PPH. Although
satisfactory PPH results had been provided for many of the gate
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valves in a transmittal from the contractor dated September 13,
1996. the licensee's thrust calculations did not incorporate the
PPM results. Instead, they calculated the predicted requirements
based on generic valve factor assumptions that had not been
justified. This applied to valves such as: 2-V-2501, 2-V-2504,
and 2-V-2509.

~ MOV Summary Reports JPN-PSL-SEMP-94-069 and JPN-PSL-SEMP-96-002
had been recently revised (September 15. 1997. both to Revision
1). For some of the MOVs, the reports indicated that the
assessments were "interim" pending performance of EPRI PPM
calculations. Although satisfactory PPM results had been provided
for many of these valves in a transmittal letter from the
contractor dated September 13, 1996, the summary report
assessments had not been revised to incorporate the results.

~ As discussed above under the heading "Load Sensitive Behavior," in
a previous paragraph of this inspection report, the licensee
determined that greater margin for load sensitive behavior was
needed to reflect actual MOV performance at St. Lucie. Kowever,
the thrust calculations and torque switch setting procedures
continued to reference the outdated 10.5 percent margin.

~ Licensee personnel had reviewed the St. Lucie globe valve
population and identified valves for which it would be appropriate
to apply the guide diameter as the basis for the disk area term
used in its thrust calculations. However. the licensee had not
updated the thrust calculations for globe valves to apply the
correct disk area terms. In its letter dated October 10, 1997

'helicensee committed to revise its Standard No. STD-M-003,
"Engineering Guidelines for Sizing and Evaluation of Limitorque
Motor Operators," to provide specific reference to Appendix A of
the "EPRI MOV Performance Prediction Program Globe Va1ve Model
Report" for determination of the valve flow orifice. The licensee
also committed to revise specific valve calculations, where
required'o use the correct area term.

CR 97-1658 (8/28/1997) identified that some of the MOV operator
settings specified in the licensee's Total Equipment Data Base (TEDB)
differed from the values determined by the related calculations and
evaluations. The TEDB values were out of date and incorrect. The CR
noted that the TEDB is credited for configuration control of MOV
operator settings. In its evaluation of the condition, the CR
reported that the incorrect values had not been used. Instead.
licensee personnel had obtained the requi red values from appropriate
calculations or evaluations.

The licensee's failure to maintain its MOV calculations, design
documents, supporting test results, and equipment data base current
and consistent was considered to represent inadequate design control
and identified as a violation (VIO 50-335,389/97-1'1-05. "Failure to
Maintain MOV Calculations. Design Documents. Supporting Test Results.
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and Equipment Data Base Current and Consistent" ). This failure was
identified by the licensee in an assessment performed just prior to
and in anticipation of the current inspection and was documented in
CRs 97-1733 and 97-1658. In its letter dated October 10, 1997. the
licensee committed to appropriately revise and update the subject
calculations, design documents, and database by March 31, 1998.

Desi n-Basis Ca abilit
The inspectors reviewed summary documents that identified the
available thrust margins for all MOVs in the GL 89-10 program at St.
Lucie. This review resulted in several concerns regarding the design
margin for MOVs:

~ The inspectors questioned the differential pressure used by the
licensee in calculating the closing thrust requi rements for Power
Operated Relief Valve (PORV) block valves. In response, the
licensee re-assessed and established a higher differential
pressure value. This resulted in an increase in the calculated
thrust requirement and reduced the margin between MOV output
capability and thrust requirement for the block valves. In the
case of Unit 1 PORV block valve 1-V1403, the new thrust
requirement exceeded its output capability margin and its
operability was declared indeterminant pending further analysis.
MOV 1-V1403 was closed and declared inoperable for the closing
stroke. The other three block valves had output capabilities
which exceeded the required thrust by a small margin (about 5
percent).

~ The inspectors found that the licensee had declared one other
valve (2-MV-08-1A) inoperable because of uncertain capability and
that there were other MOVs that had less than 10 percent margin in
their safety function di rection:

Unit 1: 1-V2509, 1-HCV-3636, 1-HCV-3627, and 1-HCV-3637

Unit 2: 2-V3664. 2-V3480, 2-V3481. 2-V3652. 2-MV-08-15 and 2-
MV-08-17

In its letter dated October 10, 1997. the licensee committed to
establish a margin goal of 10 percent for its MOVs and stated plans to
achieve this goal over the next three fuel cycles for each unit. With
respect to the Unit 1 PORV block valves. the licensee committed to
ensure HOV oper ability prior to star tup from the Fall 1997 outage
(including changing valve stem material to eliminate potential for
stem embrittlement and replacing present wedges with those containing
stellite guide slots). With regard to Unit 2 PORV block valves. the
licensee committed to review the revised thrust windows to ensure
adequate MOV capability margin.
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3. MOV Failures Corrective Actions and Trendin

Documentation Anal sis and Corrective Actions for MOV De radation
and Failures

The inspectors assessed this area during Inspection 50-335. 389/94-11
and found the licensee's actions satisfactory. except in regard to
corrective actions for two HOV stall events. To further assess this
area during the current inspection, the inspectors selected and
reviewed the following licensee Condition Reports which documented
dispositions of HOV degradation and fai lures and included two stall
failures:

97-0629
97-1147
96-0839
96-2384
96-1799

actuator stalled while closing
two piece stem decoupled and motor burned up
incorrect spring compensators installed
no position indication, water in limit switch compartment
actuator stalled while attempting to open

The inspectors found that the documented evaluations and corrective
actions for the stall failures and other conditions were satisfactory.

Periodic Examination of MOV Data for Trends

The licensee's requirements for periodic examination of HOV data for
trends were described in Administrative Procedure 0010023, Revision l.
This procedure, appropriately specified responsibilities for collecting
and evaluating data, maintaining a historical database. preparing and
distributing trend reports, initiating corrective actions, etc. The
inspectors reviewed the trend database compiled by the licensee and
examples of "MOV Problem and Failure Trend Reports." dated March 27.
1996 and 1997. The inspectors found that the entries in the database
and the evaluations presented in the trend reports were consistent,
concise, and clear. The inspectors considered the licensee's trending
of MOV problems and failures a strength.

4. Periodic Verification of MOV Ca abilities
The licensee's engineering recommendations for periodic verification
were described in the engineering program description (JPN-PSL-SEHP-
91-031). Static testing was specified for all GL 89-10 MOVs and some
dynamic testing was proposed. However, dynamic testing of globe
valves was specifically excluded. The inspectors expressed concern
that this exclusion had not been adequately justified. The licensee
is a participant in the Joint Owners Group (JOG) Program on HOV
periodic verification in response to GL 96-05, "Periodic Verification
of Design-Basis Capability of Safety-Related Motor-Operated Valves."
and the inspectors noted that the JOG Program was to include dynamic
testing of globe valves. The licensee subsequently responded to the
inspectors'oncern in its letter dated October 10. 1997, and
committed to revise JPN-PSL-SEMP-91-030 and PSL-ENG-97-018 to include
dynamic testing of a sample of motor-operated balanced disk globe
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valves. The licensee stated that additional dynamic testing of
unbalanced motor operated globe valves may be considered pending the
results of the JOG program f'r these valves. The inspectors
considered this issue closed for GL 89-10. Any further NRC review of
the issue and of the licensee's implementation of periodic
verification will be conducted with respect to the licensee's
implementation of GL 96-05.

5. Post Maintenance and Post Modification Testin

The licensee's post maintenance test guidance. was provided in
Maintenance Procedure 0950050, "Post Maintenance Testing of Limitorque
Motor Operated Valves," Revision 6. The procedure appropriately
required static diagnostic testing for activities that could affect
the thrust or torque, such as packing adjustment. Dynamic testing was
required following valve or disk replacement and after work on seating
surfaces, but only on specified valves. This practice was questioned
by the inspectors and, in response, the licensee initiated a procedure
change to require consideration of dynamic testing for any GL 89-10
valve after such work.

To assess the licensee's implementation of post maintenance testing,
the inspectors selected and reviewed the following work orders from
the licensee's database: 9401230 (inspection after overthrust).
94009303 (lapped seat to correct leak), 95031871 (repack valve to
correct leak), 95032638 (adjust packing to correct leak),. 95005098
(replaced plug and lapped seat), 9603191 (replace antirotation key),
96000404 (replace wormgear and bearing), 96016598 (replace stem). and
96018352 (inspected'nd replaced damaged components after over
thrust). The inspectors found that each of the work orders included
diagnostic testing after completion of the maintenance activities,
consistent with the licensee's requi rements. The inspectors found the
licensee's post maintenance testing adequate.

The licensee had no specific requirements or guidance for post
modification testing. Moweyer. the inspectors were informed that the
design engineers and MOV maintenance coordinator would require static
or dynamic testing, where appropriate to a modification of a GL 89-10
valve. For two modification examples, involving replacement of MOVs
2MV-08-12 and -13 through work order 94002187, the inspectors verified
that the licensee had appropriately performed both static and dynamic
post modification testing. The licensee's post modification testing
was considered adequate.

6. Pressure Lockin and Thermal Bindin of Gate Valves

The inspectors reviewed specific aspects of the licensee's response to
GL 95-07, "Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding of Safety-Related
Power-Operated Gate Valves," with licensee personnel based on the
ongoing NRC staff review.
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The inspectors found that Unit 1 shutdown cooling valves V-3480, V-
3481. V-3651, and V-3652 were operated below thermal binding
temperature thresholds. At the end of the inspection. the licensee
was further evaluating Unit 1 PORV block valves MOVs V-1403 and V-
1405, and shutdown cooling heat exchanger isolation valves MOVs V-
3452. V3453, V-3456 and V-3457 for susceptibility to thermal binding.
Also, additional pressure locking corrective action was planned for
Unit 1 shutdown cooling valves MOVs V-3480, V-3481, V-3651 and V-3652
and high pressure safety injection valves MOVs V-3662 and V-3663. The
licensee stated that it planned to provide the NRC a supplemental
response to GL 95-07 describing the results of the evaluations and
corrective action.

The licensee's calculations demonstrated that Unit 2 pressurizer PORV
block valves MOVs V-1476 and V-1477 were capable of overcoming
pressure locking. The licensee provided operational experience to
demonstrate that these valves are not susceptible to thermal binding
for the present actuator setpoints. The inspectors verified that Unit
2 shutdown cooling valves MOVs V-3480, V-3481, V-3651, and V-3652 were
modified to prevent pressure locking. The inspectors found that Unit
2 shutdown cooling valves MOVs V-3664, V-3665, V-3480, V-3481, V-3651,
and V-3652 were operated below thermal binding temperature thresholds.

At the end of the inspection, the licensee was evaluating additional
pressure locking corrective action f'r Unit 2 pressurizer. PORV block
valves MOVs V-1476 and V-1477, shutdown cooling valves MOVs V-3664 and
V-3665. auxiliary feed water pump steam admission valves MOVs MV-08-12
and MV-08-13, and high pressure safety injection valves MOVs V-3662
and V-3663. The licensee stated that it planned to provide the NRC a
supplemental response to GL 95-07 describing the corrective action.

The adequacy of the licensee's actions to address pressure locking and
thermal binding remains under NRC evaluation. In the future. the NRC
staff will address these issues in their safety evaluation of the
licensee's response to GL 95-07.

Conclusions

The licensee had completed many aspects of GL 89-10. However, issues
were identified which required resolution. Most importantly. the
licensee had not updated its MOV calculations and other design
documents and the settings in its Total Equipment Data Base to reflect
the results of its testing and evaluations. The licensee's failure to
update the MOV calculations and design documents and its Data Base,
are identified as violation, VIO 50-335,389/97-11-05, "Failure to
Haintain MOV Calculations, Design Documents, Supporting Test Results,
and Equipment Data Base Current and Consistent." The inspectors
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concluded that implementation of GL 89-10 had not been adequately
completed. In a letter dated October 10, 1997, the licensee committed
to actions to resolve the issues identified by the inspectors.
Satisfactory implementation of these actions will permit the NRC to
close its review of GL 89-10 implementation at St. Lucie.

The inspectors considered the licensee's tr ending of MOV problems and
fai lures a strength.

Engineering Procedures and Documentation

Steam Generator Re lacement Pro ect SGRP 37001 37550 50001

Inspection Scope

The inspectors reviewed the safety evaluation and selected other
documentation for activities related to the SGRP f'r St. Lucie Unit l.
Observations and Findings

The licensee had contracted with Babcock 8 Wilcox Canada (BWC) to
manufacture the Replacement Steam Generators (RSGs). BWC retained
Framatome Technologies, Inc. (FTI) to provide the evaluation of
transients and accidents, evaluation of structural interfaces, and
licensing services for the RSGs. The licensee contracted with Steam
Generating Team Ltd. (SGT) for the engineering and conduct of the
replacement of the Unit 1 steam generators. SGT is a Morrison Knudsen
Corporation and Duke Engineering 8 Services, Inc. Company.

The St. Lucie Unit 1 SGRP was described in detail in the "Stand Alone
Safety Evaluation," (SASE). The SASE was divided into four volumes,
as follows:

~ Volume 1, Steam Generator Replacement Report (SGRR)

~ Volume 2. Steam Generator Equivalency Report (SGER)

~ Volume 3, Steam Generator Replacement Project Design Basis
Documents (SGRP DBDs)

~ Volume 4, Steam Generator Replacement Project Supplemental
Documents (SGRP SDs)

The inspectors reviewed selected portions of the Volume 2 (SGER)
description of the replaceme'nt activities. Particular attention was
applied to the 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation section; the sections
describing the equivalence in form, fit, and function of the BWC
Replacement Steam Generators (RSGs) to the Original Steam Generators
(OSGs) for St. Lucie Unit 1; and the sections evaluating the accident
analyses in Chapter 15 of the St. Lucie 1 Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report (UFSAR) to determine effects of the use of the RSGs.
The SGER and 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation were prepared by FTI.
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The inspectors reviewed the SGER for compliance with applicable
sections of 10 CFR Part 50. the Florida Power and Light Topical
Quality Assurance Report (FPLTQAR 1-76A), the St. Lucie Unit 1 UFSAR,
the St. Lucie Unit 1 Technical Specifications (TS), and the NRC Safety
Evaluation Report (SER) for St. Lucie Unit 1 (dated November 8, 1974).
Other guidance documents reviewed included NRC Regulatory Guide 1.70
and the NRC Standard Review Plan.

During review of the SGER and its 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation, the
inspectors noted that the RSG/OSG differences were also evaluated
under 10 CFR 50.59. The differences in design included, but were not
limited to, the number of tubes, tube dimensions, tube material,
larger heat transfer area. larger primary side volume, decreased .

secondary water inventory. integral flow restrictor, steam moisture
content. increased weight. and higher center of gravity. During
further review of the SGER. the inspectors noted that the evaluation
indicated that the calculated peak containment pressure following a
Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident (LBLOCA) was 0.3 pounds per
square inch gauge (psig) higher for the RSGs (37.5 psig) than the
calculated value described in the Unit 1 UFSAR for the OSGs (37.2
psig). The 10 CFR 50.59 concluded that the evaluation of the
differences between the RSGs and the OSGs confirmed that use of the
RSGs met existing UFSAR licensing acceptance criteria, did not require
a change to the Unit 1 TS or their bases, and did not create an
Unreviewed Safety Question (USQ).

The inspectors reviewed the results of the SGER and the 50.59 safety
evaluation and discussed this item further with licensee personnel.
During further review, the inspectors noted that the peak containment
pressure following a LBLOCA was originally reported in the Unit 1 FSAR
as 38.4 psig. After evaluating the original analysis performed by the
licensee, the NRC concluded (NRC Safety Evaluation of the St. Lucie
Plant Unit No. 1. dated November 8, 1974) that the maximum containment
pressure was correctly calculated and was below the containment design
pressure of 44 psig by an acceptable margin. A subsequent updated
analysis with the OSGs was performed by the licensee (St. Lucie Unit 1
UFSAR Amendment 12. dated December 1993) which reduced the calculated
peak containment pressure from 38.4 psig to 37.2 psig. The updated
analysis was the analysis of record stated in the Unit 1 UFSAR at the
time of this inspection.

The inspectors discussed this item with the NRC Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation (NRR) personnel to determine if this increase in
peak containment pressure constituted a reduction in the margin of
safety, and thus, an unreviewed safety question. The Office of NRR
indicated that. although the calculation for the RSGs showed there to
be an increase in the peak containment pressure from 37.2 psig to 37.5
psig (based on the updated containment analysis), the increase wasstill below the 38.4 psig that was originally reported in the Unit 1
FSAR and evaluated by the NRC as being acceptable. Thus, the
calculated peak containment pressure of 37.5 psig for the RSGs during
a postulated LBLOCA was considered to be acceptable and did not
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constitute a reduction in the margin of safety nor an USQ (based on
the margin between the original calculated pressure of 38.4 psig and
the design pressure of 44 psig).

The inspectors also reviewed (in further detail) the licensee's
evaluation of the effects of the increased RSG weight and Center of
Gravity (CG), on the steam generator supports, primary system piping
and supports, components and supports, secondary system attached
iping and supports, and the containment building internal structure.
he licensee concluded that its evaluation demonstrated that the small

RSG weight and CG changes produced loads and stresses that were below
the allowable limits in the existing stress reports. After reviewing
the licensee's evaluation and other supporting documentation. the
inspectors were in agreement with the conclusions in the licensee's
evaluation.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the SGER was technically sound and well
documented. The 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation satisfactorily
addressed the differences between the RSGs and the OSGs, and fully
supported the conclusion that there were no unreviewed safety
questions involving replacement of the St. Lucie Unit 1 steam
generators. The inspectors did not identify any issues or concerns
during review of the 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation.

Hiscell aneous Engineer ing Issues

Re lacement Steam Generator Tem orar Liftin Device Load Test 50001

Inspection Scope

The inspectors witnessed portions of the load test for the Temporary
Lifting Device (TLD) which will be used to lift the Unit 1 steam
generators during the next refueling outage.

Observations and Findings
'n

September 18, the licensee performed the load test of the TLD to
verify it was capable of safely lifting the steam generators. The
trolley is supported by three supports. a center pole and two legs.
The two legs contain wheels which will ride along the existing polar
crane rails and pivot around the center pole. The center pole is
connected to the two legs by main girders on which the lifting hoist,
or hydrajack, is located. The hydrajack is capable of trolleying back
and forth along the main gi rders. The acceptance criteria for this
test included a successful liftof at least 627 tons, which was
equivalent to 110 percent of the maximum load to be lifted during the
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outage. In addition, the TLD had to be rotated along the rails and
trolleyed radially back and forth along the main girders. This
simulated all the movements required to lift the Old Steam Generators
(OSG) out of containment and move the Replacement Steam Generators
(RSG) in.

The inspectors attended the prejob brief held prior to actually
performing the load test. All test participants attended the meeting
including Quality Control (QC) personnel. The procedure was reviewed
and the individual responsibilities were identified. Methods of
communication were discussed and each question was resolved prior to
concluding the meeting. The test area was roped off to prevent
unnecessary personnel from being injured in the event that the TLD
were to fail in some manner.

The inspectors witnessed QC verify the weight of the test load was in
accordance with the controlling procedure, Work Package 1039. The
inspectors verified that the load was lifted and held for the required
10 minutes. The hydrajack was then hoisted through its full range and
then trolleyed back and forth through its full range. The TLD was
then satisfactorily rotated along the rails. Upon completion of'he
test the load was lowered.

Conclusions

The load test of the TLD was performed safely and successfully.

Closed LER 50-335/95-10-00 "Manual Reactor Tri Due to Low Steam
Generator Water Level Caused b Hain Feedwater Re ulatin Valve
Closure" 92903

This LER documented a manual reactor trip inserted by the operators in
response to a decreasing steam generator water level. The licensee
determined that the main feed regulating valve partially closed when a
momentary voltage drop associated with the start of a fire pump caused
a loss of voltage to the feedwater controller. Further investigation
by the licensee, revealed that the power supply to the controller had
degraded, and was supplying voltages incompatible with proper
controller operation. The plant completed several corrective actions
because of the incident. Besides ensuring that all other feedwater
controller power supplies were adequate (replacing one other unit),
the licensee evaluated and enhanced the preventive maintenance
program, and carried out a modification to change the primary power
supply to a vital 120 volt power source. The licensee also identified
and corrected the cause of several other spurious alarms received
during momentary voltage fluctuations caused by starting large loads.

The inspectors found the licensee's investigation thorough and
corrective actions appropriate, such that this event should not recur.
This item is closed.
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Closed VIO 50-335 389/94-11-01 "Inade uate Cor rectiye Action for
MOVs Whi ch Stalled Durin Survei l lances" 92903

This violation identified examples of HOV stall failures for which the
licensee did not document possible damage to and corrective action for
the valves and actuators. The inspectors verified that the licensee
had replaced the HOVs which had stalled and revised Procedure HP
0950065, Revision 2, "Troubleshooting Limitorque Valve Actuators," to
assure that stall failures would be appropriately addressed. As
described in El.l.b.3, The inspectors also reviewed documentation of
the evaluations and corrective actions for two subsequent stall
failures and verified that they were satisfactorily accomplished. The
inspectors concluded that the licensee's corrective actions had been
appropriately implemented.

E8.4 Closed IFI 50-335 389/94-11-02 "Inade uate Reco nition of MOV Test
Pressure and Flow" 92903

This item identified a concern that the licensee had not accurately
determined the differential pressure at a valve and had not assured
representative design-basis flow during some dynamic tests. In
response, the licensee prepared Engineering Evaluation PSL-BFJM-93-
029, which reviewed in-plant dynamic test conditions and identified a
few examples of dynamic tests that did not provide reliable test
conditions. Based on the evaluation, the results of these tests were
discounted and were not used to justify any HOV settings.,

E8.5 Closed IFI 50-335 389/94-11-03 "Lack of Instructions or Guidance For
Trendin and Periodic Evaluation of HOV Failures" 92903

This item identified a concern that the licensee had no instructions
or guidance for trending and periodic evaluation of MOV failures. As
discussed in E1.1, Trending, the inspectors determined that the
licensee had implemented adequate instructions to address trending and
periodic evaluation of MOV failures.

IV. Plant Su ort

R8 Miscellaneous Radiation Protection and Chemistry Issues

R8. 1 Vent Hose Failure Resultin In Individual and Area Contamination
71707

Inspection Scope

The inspectors followed up on an event in which a personnel
contamination occurred when a vent hose became detached while venting
was in progress. The component being vented was the 1B purification
ion exchanger. This event was documented in Significant Condition
Repor t 97-1699.
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F5

F5.1

On September 5, an operator was filling the 1B purification ion
exchanger with primary water following maintenance. A tygon tube was
connected by a quick lock connector to the ion exchanger vent. When
the vent valve was opened the tygon tube separated from the connector .

The operator secured the evolution and called the Control Room and
Health Physics.

A survey of the operator was performed and he was determined to be
contaminated on his head, neck, and chest. The individual was
showered 3 times after which no detectable contamination was observed.
A whole body count was performed. The results indicated a Committed
Effective Dose Equivalent of 0. 1 mrem, with a Committed Dose
Equivalent (lung) of 0.8 mrem.

In addition to the personnel contamination, the floor and walls were
also contaminated. The licensee began decontamination efforts to
clean the area.

The licensee's root cause evaluation concluded that the hose was not
properly secured to the pipe. Additionally, the operator did not
check the hose prior to opening the vent valve. Shortly, before the
event occurred, the responsibility for hose installation was shifted
from the Maintenance to the Operations department. The training and
expectations due to this change had not yet been fully implemented at
the time of this event.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that inattention to proper hose installation
and failure to verify proper connection prior to opening the vent
valve, led to the contamination of an operator and the surrounding
area.

Fire Protection Staff Training and Qualification

Closed URI 50-335 389/97-06-12 "Fire Br i ade Membershi
uglification Re uirements" 92904

This URI was opened pending further NRC review of the required
qualifications for the non-leader fire br igade members. Appendix R of
10 CFR 50 Section III.H requires, in par t, that "The brigade leader
and at least two brigade members shall have sufficient training in or
knowledge of plant safety-related systems to understand the effects of
fire and fire suppressants on safe shutdown capability." The
inspectors were unable to identify any further definition of'hese
requirements. The licensee required a four -hour training course on
this topic. They contended that this was of sufficient content to
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meet this criter ion. As a verification of the operators'etention of
this knowledge, the inspectors asked some Assistant Nuclear Plant
Operators (ANPOs) several questions:

~ What is the function of safety related systems?
~ What are some of the major safety related systems?
~ Describe the effects of losing a safety-related train under

various plant conditions.
~ Describe the effects of different fire suppressants on safe

shutdown capability.

Overall, the inspectors found the operators to be knowledgeable of the
topics: no large knowledge gaps were evident. The inspectors
discussed the informal survey with the Protection Services Manager.
He informed the inspectors that the, site had just successfully
completed a fire protection insurance audit. The licensee had
successfully completed a fire drill with little advanced notice. The
only problem noted during the drill was a slow response from one
brigade member. The inspectors questioned the Protection Services
Manager about the plant policy on restricting brigade members'uty
because of the potential for their work activities impacting their
response to a fire. He stated they there were no restrictions for
brigade members when assigned to the fire brigade. However, they
should not normally make containment entries. This agreed with the
guidance given in Operations Policy 107.

The inspectors determined that no concrete criteria existed to
determine the depth of knowledge required by Appendix R, and that the
ANPO knowledge level was generally good. The inspectors were
satisfied that ANPOs met the intent of brigade members as required in
Appendix R. This item is closed.

V. Mana ement Meetin s and Other Areas

Exit Meeting Summa y

The inspectors presented the inspection results to members of licensee
management at the conclusion of the inspection on October 20, 1997.
Interim exit meetings were held on September 12, September 25, and
October 10, 1997 to discuss the findings of Region and NRR based
inspection. A Supplemental exit was conducted on November 4, 1997.
The licensee acknowledged the findings presented.

The inspectors asked the licensee whether any materials examined
during the inspection should be considered proprietary. No
proprietary information was identified.
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PARTIAL. LIST OF PERSONS CONTACTED
I

M. Allen. Training Manager
C. Bible, Site Engineering Manager
W. Bladow, Site Quality Manager
G. Boissy. Materials Manager
H. Buchanan, Health Physics Supervisor
D. Fadden, Services Manager
R. Her oux. Business Manager
H. Johnson, Operations Manager
J. Marchese, Maintenance Manager
C. Marple, Operations Supervisor
J. Scarola, St. Lucie Plant General Manager
A. Stall, St. Lucie Plant Vice President
E. Weinkam, Licensing Manager
W. White. Security Supervisor

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations, engineering,
maintenance, chemistry/radiation, and corporate personnel.

INSPECTION PROCEDURES USED

IP 37001: 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluation Program
IP 37550: Engineering
IP 41500: Training and Qualification Effectiveness
IP 50001: Steam Generator Replacement Inspection
IP 62700: Maintenance Program Implementation
IP 62702: Maintenance Program
IP 62707: Maintenance Observations
IP 71707: Plant Operations
IP 92901: Followup - Plant Operations
IP 92902: Followup - Maintenance
IP 92903: Followup - Engineering
IP 92904: Followup - Plant Support
IP 93702: Prompt Onsite Response to Events at Operating Power Reactors
TI 2515/109: Inspection Requirements for Generic Letter 89-10, Safety-Related

Hotor-Operated Valve Testing and Surveillance

ITEMS OPENED. CLOSED, AND DISCUSSED

~0ened

50-335,389/97-11-01

50-335.389/97-11-02

VIO "Personnel Violating Technical Specification
Over time Limits - Repeat Violation" (Section
08.1)

VIO "Maintenance Worker Qualification Not In
Accordance With A Systems Approach To Training"
(Section M5.1)



50-335,389/97-11-04

50-335,389/97-11-03 VIO

IFI
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"Hissed QC Holdpoints on UHS Valve Repair"
(Section M7.2)

"Follow-up to PM Program Changes" (Section H8.3)

50-335.389/97-11-05

Closed

50-335,389/96-09-01

50-335.389/96-09-02

50-335,389/96-13-02

50-335,389/96-09-03

50-335,389/96-09-04

50-335/95-10-00

50-335,389/94-11-01

50-335,389/94-11-02

50-335.389/94-11-03

50-335,389/97-06.-12

Discussed

50-335,389/96-13-04

VIO

VIO

VIO

VIO

VIO

VIO

LER

VIO

IFI

IFI

URI

IFI

"Failure to Maintain MOV Calculations, Design
Documents, Supporting Test Results, and
Equipment Data Base Current and Consistent"
(Section El. 1)

"Failure to Control Overtime" (Section 08.1)

"Inadequate Procedure for Managing Overtime"
(Section 08.2)

"Failure to Establish Performance Criteria
Commensurate with Safety" (Section H8.4)

"Failure to Test the Reactor Cavity Pressure
Relief Dampers in Accordance With the Vendor 's
Technical Manual" (Section H8.6)

"Failure to Perform Adequate Testing on the
Reactor Cavity Pressure Relief Dampers" (Section
M8.7)

"Manual Reactor Trip Due to Low Steam Generator
Water Level Caused by Hain Feedwater Regulating
Valve Closure" (Section E8.2)

"Inadequate Corrective Action for MOVs Which
Stalled During Survei llances" (Section E8.3)

"Inadequate Recognition of HOV Test Pressure and
Flow" (Section E8.4)

"Lack of Instructions or Guidance for Trending
and Periodic Evaluation of HOV Failures"
(Section E8.5)

"Fire Brigade Membership Qualification
Requirements" (Section F5. 1)

"Followup on Licensee Actions to Provide
Performance Criteria for Structures After
Industry Resolution of This Issue" (Section
M8.5)
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ABB
AC
ADM
AFW
ANPO
ANPS
ASME Code

ATTN
AWG

BWC

CEDM
CENO
CFR
CG

CR
CW

DBD
DDPS
DPR
ECO

EFPH
EM

EPRI
EQ
FHB
FME
FPL
FR
FRG
FSAR
FTI
GL
HJTC
HP
HPSI
IFI
JPN
LBLOCA
LER
LP
LPSI
MOV

mrem
NLO

'o.

NOV
NPF
NQA
NRC
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LIST OF ACRONYMS USED

r and Pressure

ng license)

g license)

ASEA Brown Boveri (company)
Alternating Current
Administrative Procedure
Auxiliary Feedwater (system)
Auxiliary Nuclear'Plant [unlicensed] Operator
Assistant Nuclear Plant Super visor
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boile
Vessel Code
Attention
American Wire Gauge
Babcock and Wilcox Canada
Control Element Drive Mechanism
Combustion Engineering Nuclear Operations
Code of Federal Regulations
Center of Gravity
Condition Report
Circulatory Water
Design Basis Document
Digital Data Processing System
Demonstration Power Reactor (A type of operati
Equipment Clearance Order
Effective Full Power Hours
Electrical Maintenance
Electric Power Research Institute
Environmentally Qualified
Fuel Handling Building
Foreign Material Exclusion
The Florida Power & Light Company
Federal Regulation
Facility Review Group
Final Safety Analysis Report
Framatome Technologies, Inc.
[NRC] Generic Letter
Heated Junction Thermocouple
High Pressure
High Pressure Safety Injection (system)
[NRC] Inspection Followup Item
(Juno Beach) Nuclear Engineering
Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident
Licensee Event Report
Low Pressure
Low Pressure Safety Injection (system)
Motor Operated Valve
mil1irem
Non-Licensed Operator
Number
Notice of Violation
Nuclear Production Facility (a type of operatin
Nuclear Quality Assurance
Nuclear Regulatory Commission



NRR

NUREG
OJT/TPE
ONOP

OSG
PDR
PM

PMAI
PMT
PORV
PPM

PREMRA
PSA

pslg
PSL
PWO

QA
QC

QI
QSL
QSPDS
RPS
RSG
SASE
SAT
SB
SD
SER
SGER
SGRP
SGRR
SGT
SI
SSC
St.
SUPS
TEDB
TLD
TQAR
TS
UFSAR
UHS
URI
USNRC

USQ
VIO
WO
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NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Nuclear Regulatory (NRC Headquarters Publication)
On Job Training/Task Performance Evaluation
Off Normal Operating Procedure
Original Steam Generator
NRC Public Document Room
Preventive Maintenance
Plant Management Action Item
Post Maintenance Test
Power Operated Relief Valve
Performance Prediction Model
Pre-evaluated Maintenance Risk Assessment
Probabilistic Safety Assessment
Pounds per square inch (gage)
Plant St. Lucie
Plant Work Order
Quality Assurance
Quality Control
Quality Instruction
Quality Surveillance Letter
Qualified Safety Parameter Display System
Reactor Protection System
Replacement Steam Generators
Stand Alone Safety Evaluation
Systematic Approach to Training
Safety Train 8
Supplemental Documents
Safety Evaluation Report
Steam Generator Equivalency Report
Steam Generator Replacement Project
Steam Generator Replacement Report
Steam Generating Team, Ltd
Safety Injection (system)
Systems. Structures and Components
Saint
Static Uninterruptible Power Supply
Total Equipment Data Base
Temporary Lifting Device
Topical Quality Assurance Report
Technical Specification(s)
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
Ultimate Heat Sink
[NRC] Unresolved Item
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Unreviewed Safety Question
Violation (of NRC requirements)
Work Order
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